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A FIRST-CLASS ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE MIDDLE SECTION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY.

me in some slight way as the sister for the class of ’64. She emphasized Association were sent to “our ab currency bill requiring all national
who has at least not gotten very far the wide work of the college in pre sent members,” many of whom banks designated as regular or
SHAVING PARLOR,
from the old home, and who, from paring women for teaching, and told were mentioned by name. And still temporary depositories of public
Practising Physician,
the time of the organization of Penn-, interesting incidents in their class the good fellowship was so evident public money to pay interest at a
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
COLLEGEVILLE, Pa.
Telephone in office.
and over-brimming that even after rate of not less then one per cent
Office Hours until 9 a. m.
I3T S econ d D oor A b ove R a ilr o a d . sylvania Female College, has had an life.
the parting word of “God Be With comes as a cruel surprise to hun
indirect
interest
in
it;
for
my^notber
The
class
of
’66
was
represented
Finest grades of CIGARS and TOBACCO
You
Till We Meet Again” had been dreds of banking institutions.
T . W E B E R , M. D .,
always on hand.
was a member of the second class by Mrs. Cecilia Hamer Vanderslice,
sung,
we lingered about in groups Certain statisticians are calcula
which graduated from these halls, who prefaced her greeting by a pre
t je n r y bow er,
Practising Physician,
and I was in the last class which sentation of a printed program of of old-time friends or greeting new ting that the Panama Canal may yet
was prepared for graduation before* the first public commencement ex ones, reluctantly parting with one be finished in time for Madam
EVANS BUKO, Fa. Office Honrs : Until 9
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m. Keystone ’Phone No. 17.
Veterinary Surgeon,
its doors closed.” Then followed ercises in connection with the and another who were forced to Patti’s last ultimate farewell ap
beautiful words of cordial welcome graduation of the class of ’54, read take train or trolley for the more pearance.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Philanthropic people are hoping
j H . HAM ER, M. D .,
which found an echo in every heart. ing from it as follows: “Exercises distant homes. And so our “Second
Bell ’Phone 28 x.
The response to this was voiced in St. Luke’s church, Trappe, com Annual Reunion” has become a that the hydrophobia scare will be
Homeopathic Physician.
by Mrs. Hannah Price Conway, of mencing at eleven o’clock. The pro memory to go with us all the rest of settled before tetanus, consequent
ONALD A. ROYER,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA Office Hours: Until D
the earliest graduating class of the cession will form at the college at our •lives and make us better and on the 4th of July celebration, fills
___from
__ 6 to 9p. a. Special attention
10 a. m.,
Surveyor. college (’53). Several of the later ten o’clock, and march to the church more helpful women in the places the hospitals.
given to ear, nose
-----and
J ta
tfiroat
r
diseases. 23au.
Civil Engineer.
Room 8, Shoemaker Building, Swede and Airy speakers referred to the thorough escorted by the Trappe brass band. where God has put us.
Streets,
A. K R USEN, M. D .,
ORANGE TREE M OVES NO RTH.
work and helpful iufluence of Miss Visitors, friends of the young ladies, “And when we part our prayer shall be,
NORRISTOWN, PA.
E *
On
suppliant
knee
low
bending,
Bell ’Phone.
Botanists in the employ of tbb
Price during her teaching years, are invited to join in the procession.
4 0 9 Cherry Street,
ENGINEERINTG.
DRAFTING.
Dear Father, keep every life with Thee,
United States Department of Agri
SURVEYING.
DESIGNING. subsequent to her graduation, and Those who go directly to the church
NORRISTOWN, PA.
Until this new year’s ending.”
culture hope to bring into being an
those of us who had not been privi will find the doors open for admis
T elephones, Bell 301-x
HOURS, 8 t o 9
Keystone
159
2 to 8
orange
tree which will be as sturdy
leged
thus
to
know
her
felt
in
her
H
ARLES
N.
BA
R
N
D
T,
sion
of
ladies
at
9.30
o’clock.
Gen
Sundays, 1 to 2 only.
7 to 8
c
gentle words the assurance that tlemen will wait till the arrival of WASHINGTON LETTER. as the apple tree, an orange tree
A R C H IT E C T ,
which will not perish in the chill of
their commendations were merited, the procession. Children and boys
t ja r v e t t l . sh o m o ,
COL L EG E VI LLE, PA.
northern winter, which in Decem
and were glad to be included in her cannot be admitted.” Mrs. Van From Our Regular Correspondent.
Attor ney-at- Law,
Plans and specifications carefully prepared. “ I love you all.”
derslice’s entire paper was so re
Washington D. C., June 4, 1908.— ber will bear its wreath of snow
2-7.
Patronage solicited.
821 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Before singing the Reunion Song, plete with reminiscences that one If anything were necessary to em and in May its garlands of bloom,
RESIDENCE—ROYERSFORD.
written (by request) for this occa longs to reproduce it in its entirety, phasize the meanness and pettiness and when summer comes will yield
J J 8 . G. FIN K B 1N E R ,
sion by May Field McKean, and set only that space forbids. Beginning of politics, the efforts of the friends fruit as good as that sweetened in
Both’Phones.
Real Estate and Insurance, to music by Rev. J. B. Child, the with her first day in college, she in of Cannon, Knox and Fairbanks to the south sun.
E R B E R T U. MOORE,
This may seem to be an unnatural
president called* upon the author to troduced the faculty and students take advantage of Secretary Taft’s
LOANS and INVESTMENTS, NOTARY
H
read the words. Mrs. Ella Hend of the class in most charming Decoration Day remarks would be proposition, says the Technical
PUBLIC. ROYERSFORD, PA.
Attorney-at- Law,
ricks Hobson presided at the piano fashion, giving many pleasing inci sufficient. It may be granted that World, but it only seems so. No
ALBERTSON TRUST GO. BUILDING,
and
Mrs. Nellie McKean Wass was dents. This class had the unique what Secretary Taft said was not violence upon the laws of nature
806 Swede St.; Norristown. Pa
J O H N J . R A D C LIFF,
asked
to lead in the singing.
distinction of graduating in calico politic. It is very often that truth has been or will be attempted. It
Bell and Keystone ’Phones.
MA
Class
Responses”
were
next
gowns, samples of which were pre is not politic, but “ truth is mighty is simply an effort to make the
Painter and Paper Hanger
called
for.
Mrs.
Emily
Todd
Kratz
served by the members of the class. and must prevail,” saith the citrus tree which bears the sweet
AVNE R . EONGSTRETH,
FIFTH AVENUE, COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
M
representing the class of ’54, It was at the close of this college proverb, and by the same token, table orange as hardy and insensi
A full line of wall paper and paint for sale.
Attorney--at-Law,
brought us many interesting facts year that arrangements were made Taft is mighty and must prevail, tive to cold as the citrus tree which
Your patronage solicited.
And Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Oroxer Buildconcerning
the early history of the for the transfer of the management for Taft is truth—a character so bears the bitter, unedible orange.
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phila., Pa.
college,
paying
special tribute to its of the institution from Dr. Sunder straightforward and limpid that he By crossing a citrus tree which
Ho___
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 6928.
The Glenwood Reunion.
Also member of the Montgomery Oounty Bar.
founder, J. Warrene Sunderland, land to Prof. J. P. Sherman.
knows not indirectness nor evasion. grows in the north and which bears
A. M., LL. -D. She congratulated
B y May F ield M cK ean .
Miss Ella C. Tolan spoke for the The object of his oration was to an unedible fruit with the citrus
J O S E P H S. KRATZ,
the Association on its opportunity class of ’69, and also as a beloved eulogize Grant, and he took it for tree of the south it is sought to be
to,restore and preserve much of the member of the later faculty. Along granted that the people of the get a plant ih which will be com
All
hail!
All
hail
this
gladsome
day,
Attorney-at- Law,
When once again we meet
bined the good traits of each.
1009 COMMONWEALTH BUILDING, 12th And clasp warm hands in friendship’s way> history and life of the college, and with personal mention of both United States were sufficiently wellGovernment botanists are con
then traced the work from its small mates and pupils Miss Tolan em informed to know the facts with
and CHESTNUT STREETS,
And joy that we may greet
fident
that the results of this citrus
beginnings
as
a
private
school
in
Philadelphia.
phasized the value of school-day reference to Grant’s early career
So many that in days “lang syne”
marriage
will be a scion that will
1851
to
the
charter
by
the
legisla
Telephones.
In youthful search of knowledge
friendships, many of which had and of sufficient intelligence to ap
Were led by providential line
ture of Pennsylvania as a college, been the closest of her life. It was preciate his triumph over a degra grow and fruit at a latitude midway
L. EVANS,
To Pennsylvania College.
between the northern limits of the
April 6,1853. The first catalogue in the relation of a pupil that the ding appetite.
O .
sweet and the bitter orange. If
Glenwood
!
Glenwood
!
Here
again
we
issued showed a patronage of one writer first met Miss Tolan and she
Attorney-at- Law,
The flying-machine builders are this should be there might be
meet;
hundred
and
fifty
students
and
nine
828 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, FAis glad to bear her loving tribute to meeting with some success, but
Glenwood ! Glenwood ! Memories so
professors and teachers. Referring the work and worth of the beloved they have considerable difficulty orange groves in Central Virginia,
At residence, Limerick, every evening.
sweet;
Bell ’Phone 92. Keystone ’Phone, 27.
Bind our hearts together as in a tender to Dr. Sunderland, she said: teacher who guided her “ in youth getting around the law of gravita middle Kentucky, southern Indiana,
southern Illinois, central Missouri
“Among all the prominent educators ful search of knowledge.”
thrall,
tion—a law of such ancient and and central Kansas. Think of
lyiH O M A S HALLMAN,
As once again we greet thee, dear old of this country, and elsewhere, he
Although the college existed for venerable antiquity that the mind of orange groves around the homes in
Glenwood Hall !
enjoyed the proud distinction of several years longer, the last class Deity runneth not to the contrary.
Attorney-at- Law,
Richmond, Louisville, Cincinnati,
So sang the “old girls” who gath founding at Collegeville the first reported was that of ’70 which was
828 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Gov.
Johnson’s
recent
acrobatic
St. Louis and Kansas City!
ered for the second annual reunion institution in the world for the represented by Miss Jennie McWill be at his branch office In Odd Fellows'
feats
in
the
swimming
pool
and
on
of
the
Glenwood
Association
of
the
Building, Coiahobtillb, P a., every evening
higher education of women. Nearly Calmont. As hers was one of the
from 7 to 10 ; Saturday afternoons from 1 to 6,
S T E E P E S T O F R A IL R O A D S .
Pennsylvania Female College on two thousand young ladies from all life-long friendships referred to by the spring-board would indicate
1-26.
Thursday, May 28, 1908. Through over the country were educated in Miss Tolan, Miss McCaimont’s text that he is emulating or attempting
The
Virglbahn Cable Railway up
the diligence of thé executive com the quarter of a century of its ex was already selected for her, and in to outdo the President and that the the side of a mountain in the South
R. FRANK BRANDRETH ,
D
mittee appointed last year; the news istence.” She referred to the large graceful, grateful words she re kitchen cabinet with such tame en ern Tyrol, Austria, now holds the
(Successor to Dr. Ohas, Ryckman«)
tertainment as tennis, will not
of the organization of this Associ number of teachers who have gone viewed those “days lang syne.”
record of being the steepest rail
suffice
for him.
ation had traveled far and reached forth from the college and the ex
DENTIST,
After the reading of the minutes
A weekly paper refers to Mr. way in the world, with a grade of
ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry at many, so that ninety responded to cellent standing which the good
fully 70 per cent, at its upper end
honest prices.
the invitation and met at the dear work of these teachers had given to of the last reunion by Mrs. Eliza Bryan as the advance agent of his and an average grade of 66 per
old college building, some coming the college. With these facts were beth Bomberger Yost, the Secre own circus. This is faint praise. cent. In the run of 945 feet the
J"^R. S. Do CORNISH ,
from considerable distance. In mingled many pleasant incidents of tary, and a roll-call when many Mr. Bryan is a Hippodrome and the grade rises 640 feet. The road conr
formal greetings and visits to well school days which made us feel faces were recognized for the first whole show.
DENTIST,
Editor Hearst has quit this struction is comparativey light, as
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
remembered spots occupied the that whatever the date written after time*as one after another stood in
response to her name, came the elec country for Europe, but the ballot the cars are small and the braking
First-lass Workmanship G uaranteed; Gas time until 12.15 o’clock, when
the class the heart of the school girl
administered.
Prices Reasonable.
tion of officers. This resulted in box business is convincing proof stress on the tracks much less than
Keystone ’Phone No. 81. Bell ’Phone, 27Y.
luncheon was served in the old was much the same.
the re-election of those who have that he is not all kinds of a quitter. usual on the same type of railway.
school-room. The desks where we
As no living representative of the
The experiments in automatic
It is said that the Tammany dele
H E K R Y P T O K “ IN V IS IB L E ” used to study, the organ that led us class of ’56 could be found, Mrs. W. served so faithfully and efficiently
vacuum
braking made on the 70 per
T BIFOCAL LENS.
in our'singing, and the tall clock by H. Alexander, the daughter of one during the single year of the Asso gates will carry $100,000 with them cent, grade showed that cars freed
ciation’s history, with the addition for pocket change. Thè Denver
Nothing has stirred the optical world like the the door, were replaced by long
of its graduates, responded most
advent of Kryptok “Invisible” Bifocals. They
of
an Honorary President, which saloon keepers • have doubtless from the cable could be stopped
are made without cement. They are perfect. tables, the principal ones placed in gracefully to its call in rhyme:
without shock within a distance of
There are no other bifocal lenses like them.
the shape of a capital T, with addi The Glenwood girls of ’56—oh, where are fell to the share of the one who had heard of this and are clamorous for but four feet. The cars seat 30
had the pleasure of first suggesting bar privileges at the convention
tional smaller ones' at the sides.
A. B . P A R K E R , O p ticia n ,
they to-day 1
passengers. The road and equip
the
gathering a year ago. The hall.
210 DsKALB STREET,
NORRISTOWN. Decorations of flowers, Japanese The call goes forth, but none respond;
That Chicago waiter who has col ment cost $100,000, or about $1000
official board now reads: Honorary
where are they now, we pray ?
lanterns, and gay tissue papers
There were eight young maidens in those President, May Field McKean, lected a fortune of $25,000 in tips is per running foot.
with a large “G. A ¿1 on the wall
■ g S . PO LEY,
happy days of yore
over the officers’ table (the head of Who formed one class of students, their Marlborough, N. Y.; President, a source of encouragement to his
D E N A T U R E D ALCO HO L.
Mrs. Ida Bowman Fenton, College class who take it as another proof
to fill with lore;
Contractor and Builder, the T), gave a festive air befitting Theyminds
The
production of denatured al
climbed the tree of knowledge—crept ville; Vice President, Mrs. Anna of the “things that come to him who
the occasion.
up from limb to limb,
cohol for the first six months of
Sell Weand, Pottstown; Vice Presi waits.”
TRAPPE, PA
At the conclusion of the meal Until
they reached the topmost branch, dent, Mrs. Mary Hobson Smith,
Automobile experts are looking 1907, under the new law covering
Prompt and accurate in building construction. chairs were pushed back and a de
and won their dear sheepskin;
Estimates cheerfully furnished.
5-28
lightful program was immediately They followed well their leader, this Pottstown, Secretary and Treas with envious eyes on flying ma its manufacture’, amounted to 1,774,
urer, Mrs. Elizabeth Bomberger chines which are never fined for ex 272 gallons. The supplemental new
happy little band—
entered upon. The president of the
N. BA R N D T,
ceeding the speed limit or killing alcohol law will it is estimated,
Yost,
Collegeville.
Their
honored
guide
and
president,
S.
Association, Mrs. Ida Bowman Fen
lead to a production of 4,000,000
Warrenne
Sunderland.
Not the least interesting part of pedestrians.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
ton, presided and pleasantly intro He founded the first college in this broad
gallons for the calendar year.
The chauffeurs’ union, it is said,
CONTRACTOR FOR A IA K IN D S OF
the program was the reading of
duced the various speakers, First
land of ours
Brick and Stone Masonry, came an “ Address of Welcome,” To give to women knowledge and develop correspondence from those \ who will have their members seek their W O R L D ’S G R E A T E S T A IR S H IP .
could not be with us. A long and victims only from among the advo
her mental powers.
CEMENTING, CONCRETING, ETC Esti which had been assigned to Mrs
Count Zeppelin-’s new airship No.
mates cheerfully furnished and good work guar Mary Hobson Smith.
The class of ’60 was the next to delightful letter from Mrs. J. P. cates of the open shop.
She said
4, which is almost completed will
anteed. K y SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
The
shaping
of
the
tariff
plank
have cost $100,000. It is 444 feet iu
“How sure the wanderer from the receive a response, which was given Sherman, now of Ellwood, N. J.,
JOBBING.
8-6old homestead is of a warm welcome by Mrs. Sarah Hunsicker Long- was read by Mrs. Sallie Kratz Long for the Chicago convention, the length, the diameter of the balloon
50 feet, and it will be driven by
from father and mother, or perhaps streth. Most of the members of and recalled many a balf-forgotten most delicate and ticklish piece of is
S. BOONS,
Daimler motors, each of 140 horse
joinery
in
the
platform
is
the
task
memory
in
vivid
fashion.
Another
a daughter, who is still kept in the this class became teachers, four of
power.
SOHWENKSVILLE, PA..
old home to care for the parents in them being retained in the college. from Mrs. Addie Sherman Penfield, assigned to Mr. Wade Ellis, the as
Count Zeppelin hopes that the
Slater and Roofer,
their declining years ! But no such The unanimityof feeling in the class of East Oakland, Cal., assured us her tute A tt’y-General of Ohio. Mr. new balloon will attain a speed of
And dealer in Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished. \Vork con parents are here to-day to welcome was evinced when, tfeing permitted heart was with us and was followed Ellis has gone to the sea shore to do 47 miles per hour, and calculates
tracted a t lowest prices.
lloct
that it will be able to travel with
the girls as they come back. If Dr to elect their own valedictorian, by the opening of a “surprise pack the work by .the unstable waves. out landing for about 1430 miles.
General
Hancock
said
the
tariff
was
Sunderland or Prof. Sherman could they unanimously chose the same age” from her, which was found to
It will be provided with search
d w a r d d a y id ,
be here, how they would grasp the one. A life-long correspondence contain post cards from the pacific a local question. The coming con lights for night traveling, and a
P a in te r an d
hand of every one of us and wel has sealed the friendship formed in coast for all who knew and loved vention and campaign will show it complete apparatus for sending and
Paper-Hanger,
receiving wireless telegraph mess
to be a multi local question.
her.
come us back. But they are not school days.
ages.
That
provision
of
the
emergency
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. £ 9**Samples of paper
Upon
motion
the
greetings
of
the
Miss
Elizabeth
Tustin
answered
here. Perhaps the committee count
always on hand.
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—Pottstown King’s Daughters
last year distributed 90 grocers
orders, 51 bundles of clothing and
24 pairs, of shoes among the poor.
—While assisting in her father’s
sawmill Miss Annie Mast, of near
Emaus, was caught by a shaft and
had her leg broken.
—Reading police are determined
to enforce the automobile regulations
and give warning that all “ scorch
ers” will be arrested and vigor
ously prosecuted.
—In the past week Reading man
ufactures have shipped stoves to
Peru, letterboxes to Jamaica and
Johannesburg; heaters and razors
to Japan and Delagoa Bay.
—Reading has 600 pesons who do
nothing the whole year round but
make gloves, and in most cases 13
difference operations are necessary
before a glove is completed.

R aces a t Kinwood.

T H IR T Y - E IG H T H C O M M E N C E -

The rades to be held at Kinwood
N E N T A T U R S IN U S
by the Norristown Driving Club
COLLEG E.
this Thursday afternoon are ex
pected to be very interesting. The
BACCALAUREATE SERVICES.
list of entries is large and it will be
The exercises incident to the
the first “go” of the season at Kin thirty-eighth annual commencement
wood.
of Ursinus College were held this
week. Commencement week was
A N a rro w Escape.
begun auspiciously Sunday evening
His overalls caught by the belt when the baccalaureate services
ing of a shaft at a manufactory in were held. An unusually large
Pottstown, Thursday,
Richard audience was present. The singing
Heighes, a machinist, was badly in by the college quartette was very
jured. Although suffering intensely pleasing. Rev, A. Edwin Keigwin,
he with herculean effort grasped D. D., preached his first baccal
the belt and threw it off the wheels aureate as president of the college.
thereby saving his legs.
CLASS DAY EXERCISES.

C h ild re n 's D ay Exercises.

C onservatory of M u s ic C o m m e n c e 

m ent
The Lower Providence Baptist
TERM S --- 91.00 P E R YEAR
Sunday School will hold their an
The
commencement
exercises of
«
IN ADVANCE.
i:
nual Children’s Day exercises on the Combs Broad Street Conserva
Sunday evening, June 14. All are tory of Music, S. Broad street,
welcome.
Thursday, June II, '08.
Philadelphia, was held at Musical
Fund Hall, Tuesday evening of last
S tre e t Im provem ent.
CHURCH SER V IC ES.
week. A very interesting musical
A portion of Main street below program was rendered by the
Parish of St. Paul’s Memorial P. E. Church,
Oaks, PerkiomeB, Audubon. The Kev. T. P.
the railroad has received within the pupils’ symphony orchestra and the
Ege, rector. Sunday services: Union Church,
past week, under the supervision graduates. Miss Elizabeth LachAudubon, 10.45 a. m., with Holy Communion
first in month. St. Paul’s, Oaks, 3.30 p. m.,
of Street Commissioner G. Z. Van- man, of this borough, was among
with Holy Communion third in month 8.30 a.
derslice, a heavy coating of crushed the number who graduated with
m. Children’s Evensong last in month 3 p. m.
limestone. A steam roller has been honor, receiving a teacher’s certifi
Sunday School 2.30 p. m. Tested choir. Free
sittings. Cordial welcome. The rector, resid
used on this piece of road repairing cate in the piano department.
ing at Oaks, will be pleased to receive calls for
and the work is of a substantial
visitation or ministration. Address Oaks P. O.
M e e tin g o f Tow n C ouncil.
character. P rompt repa irs , how
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. S. B. Garrett
ever
small,
when
needed
in
the
A regular meeting of the Town
pastor. Sabbath School, 9.30 a. m. Preaching,
10.80 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Song and prayer ser
On Monday afternoon the class future, will keep that portion of Council of this borough was held on
vice, 7 p. m.
W o m a n on T ria l For M u rd er.
day exercises with the attendant Main street in fine order, at small Friday evening. Under the head of
Trinity Reformed Church, Gollegeville, Rev.
For the first time in the history ceremonies took place. The open cost.
unfinished business and communi
F. C. Yost, D. D., pastor. Services next Sun
of Montgomerg county, a woman is ing address was made by Herbert
cations the question of’extending or
day at 10 a. m. Sunday School at 9. Junior
B aseball.
Christian Endeavor at 2 p. m., and SeniorG.
on trial for murder at Norristown Hughes, president of the graduremoving the surface drainage
E. at 7 p. m.
this week. Erzira Boldaz is charged ating class and there followed a pro
Ursinus ended the season in fine sewer on ’Squire Rimby’s property
St. James’ Churoh, Lower Providence, Rev.
with instigating the murder of her gram of delightful vocal and piano fashion with two victories in the was again the subject of consider
F. S. Ballentine, rector. Morning service and
Property
Sold.
husband
in Pottstown, last Feb solos and recitations as well as past week. On Saturday Albright able discussion. The Solicitor, W.
sermon, 10.30. Sunday School, 1.45 p. m. Eve
ning service and sermon, 3.
Holy Com
John H. Spang, of Eagleville, has ruary,and goading on Stephen Sabo a class history and prophecy of was defeated 5 to 4 and on Tuesday F. Dannehower, Esq., advised that
munion, First Sunday in the month. All are
sold the Feed property containingl2 to accomplish a plot wherein the especial interest to the students. Louisanna lost 10 to 1.
inasmuch as the location of the
cordially invited and welcome.
two were to profit socially and The audience and class then ad
acres,
in
Limerick
township,
to
W.
The Collegeville nine met defeat sewer was determined by an agree
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev.
S L. Messinger, S. T. D., pastor. Sunday K. Slotterer.,of Pottstown,for$1500. financially by the death of the journed to^the campus where the at the hands of Linfield, Saturday, ment between the borough and the
woman’s husband, Mike Boldaz.
School at 8.45 a. m. Preaching every Sunday at
simple but impressive ceremony of 6 to 5. The local team throughout previous owner of the property, the
10 a. m. and 7.45 p. m. Junior Endeavor prayer
planting the ivy took place. The the entire game played ten men late Dr. Hendricks, the extension
Annual Love Feast.
meeting at 2 p. m. Y. P. S C. E. prayer meet
Tree Oration was delivered by and could not possibly have won* or removal of the sewer could only
ing at 6.45 p. m. Bible study meeting on
U p p er Providence Lady Serves as
The annual love feast will be held
Wednesday evening at 8 o’clock. All are most
Henry S. Snyder. The ancient with this handicap. When Linfield be effected by the mutual consent of
Judge a t a C o n te s t
at the Mingo, Upper Providence,
cordially invited to attend the services.
spade,
handed down from even plays at Collegeville on the 20th of the borough authorities and ’Squire
Miss Lillian H. Johnson, ;
United Evangelical Church, Trappe Circuit, Dunkard meeting house on Saturday
class
to
even
class for many years, this month they will be shown how Rimby. Council objected to giving
Rev. Geo. R. Riffert, pastor. Services for tfye evening, June 13.
teacher in the Spring City Schools
was
then
received
by the class of the trick is turned.
coming Sabbath will be as follows: Trappe—
any such consent and voted to in
was one of the three judges at i 1910.
Preaching at 2.30 p. in.; prayer meeting at 10
definitely postponeany action which
contest by members of the Girls
a. in.; Sunday School at 1.30 p. m. Limerick
T h e D u n ker B icentenn ial.
The Humane team of IRoyersford could be construed as an abrogation
JUNIOR ORATORICAL CONTEST.
—Sunday School at 9 a. m.; a special Children’s
School given at the Pennsylvania
Day program will be rendered at 7.45 p. m.,
The current issue of the Literary
A large audience heard the ora will play ball with the Collegeville of the existing agreement relating
which promises to be both helpful and delight* Digest copies an article from the School for the Blind, at Overbrook
torical
contest in the evening. The nine on the local grounds next to the sewer. Solicitor Dannehower
Pa., on Friday evening last. The
ful. All are irelcome.
New York ^un of May 24 written by contestants, eight in number, to' contestants and their subjects were: Saturday afternoon at 3 o’clock.
stated the whole case from a legal
Edward W. Hocker, of Pennsburg, tally blind, showed excellent train V. J. Abel, “Our National Progress” ;
standpoint with precision and
Passenger trains leave Gollegeville for Phila
M. S. Herchner, “ A Generation of C h icke n s Respond to D in n e r Bell. clearness.
delphia : 7.08, 7.45,11.30 a. m., 6.05 p. m. Sun on “ The Dunker Bicentennial.” ing and marked ability.
days—7.11 a. m., 6.38 p. m. For Allentown:
Social Vipers” ; John A. Koons
7.45,11.02a.m., 3.22, 6.05 p. m. Sundays—8.30 The two hundredth anniversary of
A woman residing half-way be
a. m., 7.39 p. m.
the denomination is now in session
The Endownment of Future Geo tween Harrisburg and Camp Hill,
R epo rt o f G rand Jury.
Dog Protected Robins.
at Des Moines.
eratiobs” ; G. C. Myers, “An Un Pa., has a flock of chickens that re
The
Grand
Jury reported to Court
Some one threw a nest containing democratic Constitution”; Allen W
spond to the call of a dinner bell. Saturday forenoon. The jury acted
Home and Abroad.
three little robins into the street,on Peters, “ The Power of Ideas’
Instead of wearing her voice out and passed upon ninety-eight bills
D edication o f C h u rch .
Berwick street, Easton, the other Eli F. Wismer, “ The Responsibility
over
an acre of ground, she takes of indictment and returned eighty
The Norritonville Baptist Church afternoon, and one of the birds was
—Moonlight nights and
was dedicated Sunday with an in caught, and killed by a cat. A dog of the People in a Democracy.” The into the field at feed time a bell as true. In the course of the pro
—Delightful June weather the teresting service. Addresses were exercising more intelligence than judges were: Rev. Thomas R about the size of those used by ceedings of the body the jury
past week.
made by Rev. William G. Russel, many persons took the nest Beider, D. D., of Norristown; A. S, milkmen and rings it vigorously. clashed with the District-Attorney
Martin, of Norristown; and Prof, From every quarter the chickens on account of a multiplicity of in
—The growing grass and grain pastor of the First Baptist Church, in his mouth, carried it to
Allison
S. Gaw, Ph. D., of Phila.
indicate large yields of hay, wheat, Norristown, and Dr. J. K. Weaver. place of safety and drove the cat The first prize, a gold medal offered come on the run. Large and small, dictments in a certain case, and the
even the little peepies, know the Court was required to administer a
The attendance was very large. away. The nest was placed in a tree
and rye.
The sum of $200 asked for, was ex with the remaining two robins un by F. H. Hobson, was awarded to sound of that dinner bell and get rebuke. Then the jury ignored one
/:—Remember the festival of the
Mr. Peters; the second prize, i under way as promptly as the star of the bills, whereupon another war
ceeded by $1 in the collection.
injured.
gold
medal offered by the Rev. Dr boarder of any human bash house rant was issued, the indictment to
—Collegeville Firemen
W. A. Meminger, to Mr. Myers
be presented to another jury. The
V —Next Saturday eveuing,
F irem e n 's Festival.
A Pottstown M u rd ere r Found G n ilty . Mr. Wismer won the third prize
jury advised the improvementof the
W ed din g K ept a S e c re t
The annual festival of the College
With enough circumstanial ev
gold medal offered by Dr. Keig
—And favor the firemen with
The old saying that a woman can service of the elevators in the court
ville Fire Company in Burgess idence to have convicted him, even win, president of the College.
your presence and patronage.
not keep a secret has just been house, found no room for criticising
Clamer’s park, next Saturday even if he hadn’t confessed the whole
alumni day .
—Many happy greetings were ex
proven false by Miss Maude Truck the management of the jail and
Tuesday was alumni day and an sess, an accomplished daughter of almshouse, and strongly recom
changed by the graduates of former ing, June 13, will doubtless attract crime to Assistant District Attor
a large crowd, in the event of fair ney John B. Evans, Stephen Sabo unusually large number of “grads’
mended the financial support of the
years
weather. The arrangements for the of Pottstown, was found guilty of were on hand for the several events Mr. and Mrs. Andrew J. Trucksess county for the House of Detention.
—During the Ursinus College festival are about completed. <A11 murder in the first degree in cri of the day. The annnal meeting of of Fairview Village, who ten months
“ Mercenary magistrates” were re
commencement period this week.
come and bring your friends and minal court at Norristown, Friday the board of directors was held in ago was wedded to Mr. Andrew ferred to as follows: We cannot cen
His victim was Mike Bodish, whom the ‘morning. In the afternoon the Bailey Patterson, but all this while sure too severely the pernicious
—A strawberry and ice cream neighbors.
he shot, he says, because Bodish’s annual meeting of the Alumni Asso had been living quietly at the home practice of mercenary magistrates
festival will be held at Black Rock
wife, with whom he was infatuated ciation was held and the various of her parents and was known to in returning to the Court cases that
U seful Invention.
hotel next Saturday evening.
her family and to her large circle of
Leon Monnin a Meadville (Pa.,) told him to. The jury deliberated officers elected for the ensuing year. friends as Miss Trucksess, not one might be settled within their juris
—The Supervisors of Skippack
less thau two hours.
At three o’clock the baseball game of them suspecting that she had diction; thereby imposing not only
township have purchased a ten-ton painter and paperhanger, has in
was played. At six o’clock the changed her name. Ten months an unjust burden of expense upon
vented
a
device
for
the
removal
of
steam road roller.
Alumni Luncheon was served in ago Mr. Patterson and Miss Truck the taxpayers of the county, but un
old paper from walls and ceiling. It
C o m m e n c e m e n t o f U p p e r Provi
—Mrs. Henry Stauffer of Boyertown is operated with steam and works
the dinning ball. In the evening
dence Schools.
sess went to Wilmington, Delaware necessarily consuming the valuable
has a sweet corn stalk in her garden to perfection, not only quickly re
the
Alumni
Oratioh
was
delivered
The commencement exercises of
and there were joined in wedlock. time of the honorable Court.
4} feet high.
moving one thickness of paper, but the public schools of Upper Prov by the Rev. Dr. Paul H. Land, the Of course, Mr. and Mrs. Patterson
—George Kunkle, of Reading, is three or four as well, leaving bare idence will be held at the Green representative of the Reformed are responsible for belated congratu
PERSO NAL.
the owner of a 14-year-old horse, walls.
Church
at
the
Ellis
Island
Immi
lations.
Miss Katherine Hobson has re
Tree church on Thursday afternoon,
which has been taught to tell his
turned from Wilson College for the
June 18. The members of the grant Station, New York City.
D r. K riebel Prom oting a C a rn eg ie
age by stamping his feet 14 times.
summer.
GRADUATION EXERCISES.
Senior class are: Raymond^ Smith,
Seventh A nnual R eunion a t St.
Library
—Because he refused to permit
Francis Wagner, Ernest Yocum,
On Wednesday morning the grad
Miss Mabel Hobson has returned
J a m e s' C h u rch .
Centre Point, Worcester, is to Ira Keyser, George Ellis, Pearl uation exercises proper occurred.
them to sleep in his barn, at Norris
from Cape May, where she was en
The
seventh
annual
reunion
of
town, two tramps shot twice at have a Carnegie Public Library if’ Ashenfelter, Harry K. Thomas, Bomberger Hall was filled to over
gaged in the Cape May High School.
Charles Dorna, a Ninth ward Coun the citizens of Worcester will co Theodore Reaver, J. N. Allebacb, flowing and everyone seemed to the descendants of the founders and
Messrs. Earl and Glen Yellis,
operate with the promoter, Dr. El Stella Eagle, Mildred Linsinbigler, enter into the spirit of the occasion. early members of St. James
cilman, and then fled.
of
San Francisco, Cal., are the
Episcopal church, Evansburg, was
—No other days are like the days mer G. Kriebel. The physician is Evelyn Fox, Bessie Feiy, Amy The salutatory oration, “ Ameri
guests of Emiel Klausfelder.
making a great effort, with good Shunk, David Jones.
can s Call to Duty,” was given by held Saturday. Ex-Governor Sam
of June.—Robert Burns Wilson.
EditorBardman, of the Sch wenksprospects of success, to secure
H. B. Danehower and the valedictory uel W. Pennypackar was the orator ville Item, was a . visitor at this
—A day after Young John Wilson $40,000, and if he succeeds, Mr
oration, “The Problem of Social at the unveiling of a tablet to the office Tuesday afternoon.
D eath C aused By M otten M e ta l.
of Norristown was run down by a Carnegie will add $20,000.
memory of 150 Revolutionary
By an explosion of molten metal, ism,” by David L. Stamy. The soldiers who are buried in St.
runaway team he was stricken with
Miss Clark, of Boyd’s Mills, Miss
commencement
oration
was
given
late Saturday, at the Swedeland
■diphtheria.
Kerschner,
of Mahanoy City, Pa.,
James’
cemetery.
The
annual
re
Killed o rrth e R ail.
furnace, Harry DeHaven, aged 26, by the Rev. J. Ross Stevenson, D. union was held in the morning, and Mr. Heritage and son Paul, of Vine—Twenty-four women and five
Walter Brenuinger, a German was literally roasted to death, the D., of the Fifth Avenue Presby
men were graduated as trained baker, about 36 years of age, who fiery liquid being dashed over his terian church, New York. He in the afternooti, following the land, N. J., are visiting Mrs.
nurses at the Norristown Hospital has been employed at Dengler’s form, while his assistant, Andrew spoke on the subject, “Life and excellent lunch served by the Sponsler.
Mrs. Chas. E. Duryea, Grace
for the Insane Friday evenirfg.
bakery, at Linfield, was struck and Kusner, has poor cbaudes of escap Service,” and brought out clearly women of the parish, the dedicatory
and unveiling ceremonies were Duryea, Merle Duryea, Misses
instantly
killed
near
the
Linfield
and
forcefully
the
idea
that-no
life
—To stimulate" interest in Pottsing death. The unfortunate affair
held. The tablet was presented by Nesley, Beaver and Howe, of Read
town’s Fourth of July parade,prizes station of the Reading Railway, was due to a “ blow out,” as it is will ever be worth while unless the Valley Forge Chapter of the ing, were the guests of Miss Rhea
will be given to the organizations Saturday evening, at 9.27 p. m. It termed, shortly before 6 p. m., as selfish motives give place to one of Daughters of the American Revo Duryea.
excelling, in various pbints of dis is supposed that Brenninger step DeHaven and his assistant were service to those around us and to lution, of Norristown. Following
Miss Katherine Laros, of Allen
ped out of the way of No. 57 fast about to fill the heavy ladle used in humanity in general. “ If we are
play.
town, is the guest of Miss Stella
the
unveiling
of
the
tablet,
the
ever to amount to anything,” he
freight, and stepped in front of No.
Faringer.
—Inside a large blacksnake killed 12 south-bound express, which handling the white heated liquid said, “ we must sacrifice many meeting of the descendants of the
Miss Ethel Ball, of Willington,
by Morris Mowday’sdog at Glendale struck him, killing him instantly. for casting. DeHaven caught the trivial and petty things and devote founders of the church was held. Del.,
Miss Carrie Paist, of Cape
were three robins and a little chick. The train stopped and the crew full impact of the liquid,' hardly a ohr lives to serving others.” The John M. Vanderslice presided. The May, N. J., Mr. and Mrs. Weaver
part of his body escaping, and Kus
—^Pottstowners- will be given a picked up his mangled form and ner fared but little better. Roth degree of Bachelor of Arts was then feature of the meeting was a paper and Mr. Chas. Wehler of Newton,
N. C., are the guests of Mrs. Ella
chance to vote on a proposed$80,000 carried it to the Linfield station. were hurried to Charity Hospital, conferred on the seventeen mem on the Evans and Brooks families, Hobson
and family.
read
by
Miss
May
Reynolds,
of
loan for sewers and highway im Later in the evening the remains where death, shortly before three bers of the graduating class.
Mr.
and
Mrs. A. D. Reiff, and
Erie,
Pa.
In
it
Miss
Reynolds
provements.
were taken to Bishop’s morgue, at o’clock, Sunday afternoon, ended Among those who received honor
grandson, of Spring City, were in
traced
the
two
families
from
the
Kusner’s ary degrees was the Rev. S. L. time they landed in America from town on Wednesday of last week.
. —Berks county fishermen will Royersford. The dead man was DeHaven’s sufferings.
Messinger, of Trappe, was honored
unmarried,
but
has
a
sister
living
condition is extremely critical.
appeal to the Superior Court from
with the degree of Doctor of Di Wales, in 1598, to the present time.
somewhere
in
New
York
city,
whose
fines imposed for taking suckers
How’s This ?
vinity. The exercises closed with A chorus from this borough with
address is not known.
with dipnets.
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
the
church
choir
sang
a
beautiful
Thinks It Saved His Life.
a splendid address to the gradu
any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured
—If we go wrong, the farther we
Lester M. Nelson, of Naples, Maine, says ates by Dr. A. Edwin Keigwin, the hymn, the words of which were by taking Hall's Catarrh Cure.
A Grand Family Medieine.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
in a recent letter : “ I have used Dr. King’s
composed by Miss Reynolds. Mrs.
go the farther we are from home.
“It gives me pleasure to speak a good New Discovery many years, for coughs and president.
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
Challen, Misses Mable Vanderslice, Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe him
—Italian.
word for Electric Bitters,” writes Mr. Frank colds, and I think it saved my life, I have
Conlan, of No. 436 Houston St., New York. found it a reliable remedy for throat and
honorable in all business trans
Ella B. Price, and Amy Fermier perfectly
—Probably the largest tree in “It’s a grand family medicine for dyspepsia lung
The
Best
Pills
Ever
Sold.
actions and financially able to carry out any
complaints, and and would no more be
and
Messrs.
Thomas
and
Wagner
obligation
made by his firm.
and liver complications; while for lame without a bottle than I would be without
Berks codnty is one that marks the back
“ After doctoring 15 years for chronic indi
and weak kidneys it cannot be too food.” For nearly forty years New Discov gestion,
Walding, Kinnan & Marvin, Wholesale
comprised
the
chorus.
and
spending
over
two
hundred
boundary between the properties of highly recommended.” Electric Bitters ery has stood at the head of throat and lung
Druggists, Toledo, O.
nothing has done me as much good
Hali’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally,
Frank Gring and Irvin Leininger, regulate the digestive functions, purify the remedies. As a preventive of pneumonia dollars,
as
Dr.
King’s
New
Life
Pills.
I
consider
and impart renewed vigor and vital and healer of weak lungs it has no equal- them the best pills ever sold,” writes B. F.
acting directly upon the blood and mucous
near Reading. It is 8 feet in diameter blood,
The
home
with
half
a
dozen
boys
surfaces of the system. Price 75c. per bot
to the weak and debilitated of both Sold under guarantee at Joseph W. Cul. Ayscue, of Ingleside, N. C. Sold under
75 feet tall, and its branches spread ity
sexes. Sold under guarantee at Joseph W. bert’s drite store. 50c. and $1.00. Trial guarantee
Sold by all druggists. Testimonials
at Joseph W. Culbert’s drug is little more than a repair shop.— tle.
100 feet.
free.
Culbert’8 drug store. 50c.
bottle free.r
store. 25c.
Dallas News.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.
/
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eport
' DUBL1C SALE OF
day Schools of Philadelphia, Mont height, with a hemispherical bottom
. O P T H E C O N D IT IO N O P T H E C O L L E G E gomery,
Delaware,
Bucks
and
Ches
»
and a conical roof, and is supported V IL L E N A T IO N A L B A N K , A T C O L LE G E V ILL E , I N
Rev. W. O. Fegely is attending ter counties, known as the diocese on eight battered riveted steel TOHF EB USSTINA TEES SO, FM PA EYN 1N4S, Y1L9 0V8A. N I A , A T T H E CLO SE
FRESH COWS!
Thursday, June 4.
of Pennsylvania, gave for general
the
meetings
of
the
Lutheran
RESOURCES.
News that Harry Ickls, a govern
missions $33,6il.49. The largest columns 155 feet high. A vertical
and discounts............................$96,078 27
ment mining expert, and companion Synod at Allentown this week. E. single amount being $11,725.24. The riveted steel pipe 50 iuches in di Loans
Overdrafts, secured and unsecured__
1 00;
Will be sold a t public sale on SATUR
were killed by Moros on April 1 while G. Brownback is a delegate to the smallest, one dollar. The average, ameter is connected to the centre of U. S. Bonds to secure circulation........ 25,000 00
Premiums on U,. S. Bonds.................... 1,098 75 DAY, JUNE 13,'1908, at Beckmanns hotel,
asleep in a hut has been received at Synod.
$211.77. Our Saint Paul’s gave the bottonl, and to horizontal mains Bonds, securities, etc.......................... 65,376 44 Trappe, 25 Iresh cows with calves, and
Banking house, furniture, and fixtures 8,582 54 springers. Gentlemen, this is another
Manila.
Love feast at the Mingo Dunkard $27.00, which is the largest ever about 12 feet below the surface of Due from National Banks (not reserve
Colonel Charles M. Sloan, a promi
agents)........................ :.................
467 12 load of good cows. They will compete
given by the Saint Paul’s Sunday
from approved reserve agents...... 15,762 49 with any former load I have shipped this
nent insurance broker, who for many church next Saturday evening.
school, the children alone giving the ground and serves both for Due
Checks
and
other
cash
items............
.
10 38 spring. Come and see for yourselves,
years was a director of the Girard Fire
There was a regular meeting of this amount, which is exceed nlet and outlet. The lower part of Notes of other National B anks........... 1,610 00 "ou all appreciate good stock. Sale
Insurance company of Philadelphia,
Fractional
paper
currency,
nickels,
promptly at 2 o’clock. Conditions by
Town Council, Monday evening. ingly creditable, particularly con the tank is surrounded by an anand cents........................ ..............
135 62
G. W. SEANOR.
died at Mt. Holly, N. J.
Lawful Money Reserve in Bank, viz:
sidering the dull times.
W. M.Pierson, auct. A P. Fritz, clerk.
Routine
business
was
transacted.
ular steel balcony platform and Specie................................$8,000 60
Captain A. J. Standing, widely
Legal-tender notes...... ... 1,310 00— 9,310 60
The Veteran Association of the handrail, accessible from the ground Redemption
known as an Indian educator, and one
Wm. Roberts spent several days Schuylkill
fund with U. S. Treasurer
»IIBLIC SALE OF
Valley Division of the
of the founders of the Carlisle Indian
(5 per cent, of circulation).............. 1,250 00
by steel laddeas carried up on one
school, died of paralysis a t his home recently in Camden, N. J.,'visiting Pennsylvania Railroad Company will
T otal...........................................$224,678 21
have an excursion to Atlantic City of the lower columns. The curved
FRESH COWS!
at Dickinson college, Carlisle, Pa., relatives.
LIABILITIES.
aged sixty years.
Rev. and Mrs. S. M. Hench, on June 15, and the railroad com bottom of this tank, as it stood in Capital Stock paid in ..... ;•............... $50,000 .00
Surplus fund.................................... 3,000
00
pany have placed a train of cars at
Friday, June 5.
of Frederick, Md., are visiting their disposal, which will run be verted on the ground in the course Undivided profits, less expenses and
taxes paid.................................. 2,465
16
Mrs. Minnie Gumert hanged herself Mrs. J. K. Beaver.
Will be sold at public sale on THURS
of
erection,
was
as
large
as
a
dwel
National Bank notes outstanding....... 25,000 00 DAY, JUNE 11, 1908, at Porr’s hotel,
tween Pottsville and Atlantic City
In a closet at her home in Appleton,
Due
to
.other
National
B
anks........
789
94
ling
of
ordinary
proportions.
Limerick, 30 fresh cows, direct from Leba
There will be no Sunday School that day, carrying the members and
Due to Trust Companies and Savings
Wis., with a shoestring while insane.
Banks ........................... .......... . •• 893 19 non county. This lot of choice cows in
Rev. Robert Hitchcock Paine, rector or church service at the Lutheran their wives to said city. This is
cludes several fine Holsteins. Farmers
Individual
deposits
subject
to
check...
73,076
31
Demand certificates of deposit.......
335
00 and dairymen here is your opportunity to
of Mount Calvary Episcopal church, church next Sunday, owing to the the first outing of the Association,
OR SALE.
which
is
composed
of
men
who
have
Savings
Deposits...........
69,091
84
cows that will please you. Come and
F Aatsquare piano for sale, very cheap. Cashier’s checks outstanding ............ .76 77 buy
Baltimore, Md., died of a complication
see them and put in your bids. Sale a t 2
of diseases from \yhich he had been meeting of the Synod at Allentown. been in the employ of the Company Apply
‘clock.
Conditions by
FRY’S COLLEGEVILLE LIVERY.
T o tal................................................*224,678 21
Mr. and Mrs. David G. Tyson over twenty-one years, and no one
suffering for a long time.
JONAS P. FISHER.
State of Pennsylvania, County )
is
eligible
to
membership
to
the
F. H. Peterman, auct. A. P. Fritz, clerk.
Charged with the embezzlement of entertained the following on Sun
of Montgomery,
i
Association
without
he
has
seen
n t iq u e w o r k f o r s a l e .
about $84,000 from Servians, Peter
I, W. D. Renninger, Cashier of the above
One 7-foot lawn settee', 2 single named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
Zenich, thirty-seven years old, was ar day: Mrs, Susan Hunsicker and service that length of time. Con
< AT 10 O’CLOCK A. M.
flower vase. Price, $30. Apply to statement is true to the best of my knowledge
rested a t Pittsburg on complaint of daughter, of Lansdale, Mr. S. ductor George Brown has been em chairs,
VL1.
JOSEPH JEWELL, Trappe, Pa. and belief. W. D. RENNINGER, Cashier.
p
l
f
B
L
I C SALE OF
ployed
in
the
service
of
the
railroad
Sam Mamlah, a leader of the Servian Tyson and family, Mr. and Mrs.
thirty-seven’
years,
coming
here
to
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 21st
colony.
Stephen Tyson, Miss Lottie Hale, the Schuylkill division shortly after
day of May, 1908.
GREAT BARGAIN.
Grain and Grass!
JOSEPH C. LANDES, Notary Public.
Saturday, June 6.
Miss Stella Kramer, Mr. Hiram it was opened for travel. Conduc A
My commission expires January 28,1911.
Will be sold at public saleou MONDAY,
Sixty-nine students in the second, Bucher and family, Mrs. Kate tor Brown, father of Dr. Brown, is will sell for $150 cash, if sold" at once. Ad Correct—A ttest:
dress
C., INDEPENDENT,
JUNE 22, 1908, oh the farm of the under
P J. CLAMER,
third and fourth classes a t the navalCollegevilie, Pa.
President of the Association, Super 6-11.
signed in Upper Providence township,
M. B. LINDERMAN,
academy at Annapolis, Md., this year Buck waiter and family, Mrs. Abr. intendent Moss is Vice President,
three-fourths of a mile southeast from
J . M. KOONS,
,
Directors.
have been found deficient in their final Yoder, Mrs. Mary Young, of Boy- and James Faith of Pottsville is
Black Rock, 18 acres of Timothy -and
ra ss and oats for sale.
G
Mixed
Grass, and 5 acres of Wheat, in
Commenced
business
February
14,
1907.
examinations.
ertown.
Seven acres of good mixed grass and
Treasurer.
There
is
a
regular
lots to suit purchasers. Sale at 10 o’clock
Dr. Henry Van Dyke, of Princeton
acres
of
oats.
Apply
to
a. m. Conditions by
Mrs. Henry Bechtel and daugh executive board and the organiza
JOHN H. SPANG,
college, has been nominated by Har
JONAS R. LANDIS.
6-11.
Eagleville, Pa. N o t i c e .
vard to give the American lectures be ter Mary, of Bryn Mawr, spent tion is a fixed fact—come to stay.
In the Orphans’ Court of Montgom J. F. Fetteroli, Auctioneer.
ery County, Pa.: On May 22, 1908, was
Base ball is on the boom, and the
fore the University of Paris and other Sunday with Oliver Bechtel and
presented to said Court the petition of
o t ic e .
French universities next winter.
Oaks base ball team have not met
family.
In the Orphans’ Court of Montgom Jacob Lambert, setting forth that Jacob p U B L I C SALE OF
The verdict against W alter R. Gil
their match so far this season. The ery County,
Custer, Sr., and wife by deed dated April
Pennsylvania.
Rev. and Mrs. W. U. Helffrich Rosebud Juniors of Phcenixville
lette, former vice president of the Mu
On June 1, 1908, was presented the peti 1, 1854, and recorded at Norristown in
Personal Property !
tual Life Insurance company, who had and family, of Bath, are spending came down here Saturday and tion of George W. Kochersperger, repre Deed Book No. 336, page 290, granted
Jacob Custer, Jr., in fee a messuage
been convicted of perjury in connec the week with Mr. and Mrs. Daniel played a game of ball on the Ellis senting, inter alia, that he is the owner of unto
Will he sold at public sale on THURS
a certain tract of 16 acres and 35 perches, and tract of land in Lower Providence
tion with thfe-life insurance investiga
diamond, and the Oaks team didn’t situate
in the township of Lower Provi township, said county, containing 123 DAY, JUNE 18, 1908, on Grange avenue,
Shuler.
one-third
mile southwest from Ridge pike
tion, was set aside by the appellate
do a thing but knock the buds and dence, County of Montgomery and State acres and 84 perches; and that John Stin and one mile
west from Eagleville, one
Pennsylvania, on the westerly side of son and wife, by deed dated December 1,
division of the New York supreme
blooms off them to the tune of five of
horse, 60 chickens, mower, plows,
1858, and recorded in Deed Book No. 336.
the
Ridge
Turnpike
Road
adjoining
the
court.
to twenty-three. Next Saturday the Baptist Church lot.
market, lot and other
page 295, conveyed unto Jacob Custer a r T f l C harrow,
Jottings From Limerick
’
wagons; farmers’ boiler, harness
Oaks team will go to Port Provi That on November 20, 1837, certain real tract of land in said township containing
Monday, June 8.
and
farming
2 large
E. H. Moyer and wife, of New- dence and match bats with the Port estate of which the above was a part was 6 acres and 48 perches, and that the title frame sheds, corncrib,implements;
Falling as he tried to board a train
and lumber. House
of the said Jacob Custer to said land had
vested
in
Benjamin
Davis,
who
being
so
team,
and
we
hope
the
boys
will
a t Lancaster, Pa., Charles Williams, of berlinville, Berks, county, spent a
thereof seized, died intestate on or about become vested in the petitioner by mesne hold Goods: Bedroom suits, 2 grand
Philadelphia, was perhaps fatally in very pleasant day with J. H. bring a good score home with them. October 16, 1837, leaving a widow, Jemima conveyance. That John Reese and Anna fathers’ desks, 4 old style bureaus, 2 wall,
and other tables, sideboard,
Playing on their own grounds, the Davis, and four children, Thomas Davis, his wife, by deed dated March 30, 1797 extension
Jured.
(inter-married with Joseph Abra and recorded in Deed Book No. 10, page cupboards, feather beds, bedding of all
boys play a good game. Sometimes Ann
The 3000 miners in the coal fields of Yorgey and wife, on Sunday.
sofa, settee, chairs, china, glass and
hams), Nathan Davis and Jesse Davis, 408, bad conveyed to Christian Rosen kinds,
Northern Colorado have rejected the
Mrs. Sara Hartzel, spent Monday change of location changes chances, and
two grandchildren, Ann Elizabeth berger, inter alia, said tract No. 1, and queensware, cooking and parlor stoves;
everything
belonging to housekeeping.
for the reason everyone favors their Miller and Benjamin Davis Miller, child the said Christian Rosenberger had died
proposed wage scale, but a strike may in Philadelphia.
leaving to survive him his See posters. Sale to commence a t 12
home teams and are anxious they ren of Elizabeth, second child of intestate, intestate
be averted.
cash.
Mr. and Mrs. Win. L. Gaugler should win. The regular Sunday who was inter-married with Henry Miller widow, Elizabeth Rosenberger, and eiqbt o’clock, sharp. Conditions,
The Second battalion, Twelfth Unit
J. R. YOST,
and who died during the life time of her children, to wit: David, John, Jacobi
Agent
for
Jos.
P. Moore.
ed States infantry, reached Ogdens- and family spent Sunday with Mr afternoon ball game at the Protectory father.
Ann wife of Samuel Heckler, Barbara
burg, N. Y., Saturday, after a 200-mile and Mrs. Neiffer, at Sanatoga.
will be Brandywine against the
That under proceedings of the Orphans’ Hetty, Maria, and Christian; and that
Protectory. Conshohocken came up Court of Montgomery County instituted upon partition of his real estate including PUBLIC SALE OF
march from Plattsburg.
Miss Elsie Keck and friend of last Sunday, but went home with a November 20, 1837, partition was had in inter alia the above land, the Orphans’
Secretary Taft will celebrate the
the estate of Benjamin Davis, deceased; Court of Montgomery county had award
thirtieth anniversary of his graduation of Pottstown were the guests of goose egg.
that the jury of inquest appraised and ed to Jacob Rosenberger lot No. 2 thereof
REAL ESTATE
valued Tract No. 2 being composed of two containing 85 acres and 47 perches and
from Yale by attending the commence Miss Estella Rabn on Sunday.
A
surprise
party
was
given
Miss
that
the
said
Jacob
Rosenberger
executed
tracts,
one
of
them
being
said
tract
of
16
AND
PERSONAL PROPERTY!
m ent on June 22 and making an ad
Mr. Harvey T. Linderman and Mamie Bateman, in honor of her acres and 35 perches at Sixty-five Dollars recognizances and bonds dated October 11,
dress.
1825,
each
conditioned
for
the
payment
of
Will be offered at public sale on SAT
acre, which was adjudged to Jesse
•mother spent Saturday and Sunday seventeenth birthday anniversary per
that said Jesse Davis entered into $227.45 on or before August. 15, 1826, and URDAY, JUNE 20, 1908, on the premises
Tuesday, June 9.
which happened Saturday evening. Davis;
the
further
sum
of
$113.72—1-2
immediately
at
Ironbridge, the real estate and per
a
recognizance
in
the
sum
of
Nine
Thous
Miss Bertha Donaldson, who was fa with relatives in Reading.
and Six Hundred and 30-100 Dollars, con after the decease of Elizabeth Rosenberger, sonal property of Mrs. Louise H. Gott-__
A
surprise
party
was
arranged
tally burned a t her home at Wilming
Mrs. B. F. Schlichter and son for Miss Minerva Radcliff, but the ditioned to pay the other heirs a t law of widow of Christian Rosenberger, unto his shalk: Good ‘¿M story li-room brick'
■¡¡§!L house, front porch, double side
descent the respective shares due to said seven brothers and sisters and that
ton, Del., while engaged in cooking
Isaac
are spending several days Bateman party, the festival at Mont said
said heirs which said-recognizance and the all of said bonds were satisfied for the **•*11» porch, 2-story bay window, with
died Monday.
payment but that no satisfaction had a i,lKnsouthern exposure; everything in
Clare, happening.the same evening moneys due thereon became a charge or first
The Greensburg (Pa.) county com in Philadelphia.
lien on said land (see Recognizance Docket been entered upon any of said bonds for
LUeSgood repair, all modern conveni
it
was
postponed
for
a
time.
missioners offered a reward of $100C
the
amount
payable after the death of the ences, bath with toilet, hot and cold
No. 2, page 240); that more than twentyMr. and Mrs. Wm. F. Lamb, of
widow.
one
years
has
elapsed
since
the
principal
water,
stationary range, cement cellar un
for the arrest of the person who as Pottstown, called on Mr, and Mrs
The Oaks Fire Company held s of said encumbrance or recognizance be
THAT in the proceedings in partition in der whole house, hot-air heater in cellar,
saulted and murdered Anna Luchinsk:
meeting
in
Bert
Smith’s
shop
Tues
came due and payable, and no payment of the estate of Christian Rosenberger, four rooms on first floor, 4 rooms aDd bath
nine years old, whose body was found Albert Drace, Sunday.
day evening. Business of import principal or interest has been made within Tract No. 1 was ordered to he sold and on second floor, 2 on third floor, open hall
in a box car a t Mount Pleasant
the said period of twenty-one years on ac that a sale thereof to John Stinson was and stairway vestibule. Lot 60 by 150 ft.
Rev. and Mrs. Slingloff and fam ance was transacted;
count of said encumbrance or charge by approved by the Court and the widow
Two-storv frame stable on rear of lot,
The president appointed Captain ily are visiting Mr. and Mrs. M. B
The per capita tax of one dollar the present owner or owners of said land dower as shown by the account of the ad stabling for 2 horses and 3 wagons. Also
Lewis Guion, of the Twenty-sixtl
so far as can be ascertained, by any of ministrators was $1731.66, and that the lot of choice fruit and shrubbery, several
with fifty cents added for road tax or
Louisiana infantry, a member of ths Tyson.
the predecessors in title, nor has any de said Elizabeth Rosenberger released her choice varieties of cherries, pears, and
finds many kickers; no objections if mand
Vicksburg national park commission,
been made for payment of said dower in said tract sold to John Stinson apples, fine nuts, pecans, almond, hazel
Mr. and Mrs. Nester, of Eagle- the
roads were cared for properly. principal or interest within said period of containing 110 acres and 131 perches but and chestnut, several fine varieties of
to fill the vacancy caused by the recent ville and Mr. and Mrs. Elwood
that the heirs of Christian Rosenberger grapes. Also, at same time, furniture,
Some taxpayers question the legality twenty-one years.
death of General Stephen D. Lee.
That on April 16, 1838, satisfaction was
not join in said release and the said carpets, dishes, cooking utensils, and
Alfonzo Valzone, convicted a t Wil Weidenbacb, were visitors with but there are two things of the many entered on the record by Joseph Abrahams, did
real, estate remained charged with the whatever goes to the furnishing of a house.
troublesome things we can’t get Jessie Davis, and Ann Elizabeth| Miller principal sum Of said dower.
mington, Del., of attempting to extor. Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Schott, Sunday.
Also phaeton, light set of harness, and
and they are death and “for all moneys due previous to the death
$6000 from Raffaele Guglielmo, a rice
THAT Jacob Rosenberger having died lot of tools. Sale to begin at 1 o’clock,
Mrs. Mary Heft is visiting her around,
of
the
widow
of
Benjamin
Davis,
de
on day of sale.
taxes. Some one remarked the per ceased,” and on September 24, 1839, satis intestate seized of said 85 acres and 47 sharp. Conditions
Italian merchant, by means of threat
L. H. INGRAM, Auctioneer.
capita tax was levied to keep the faction was entered by Thomas Davis for perches left a widow Mary and issue seven
ening letters, was sentenced to th re sister at Greenlane.
children, to-wit: Susanna, Catharine,
years at hard labor in the county
Miss Mary T. Miller, of department in cigars. Well an like moneys; that on June 26, 1847, full Ann, Elizabeth, Mary, Jesse, Jacob and
satisfaction was entered by Joseph Abra Benjamin F., and that said land was sold
ASTURE.
swered,
my
friend;
if
that’s
the
workhouse.
Schwenksville, spent Sunday with case, nobodj' ought to kick. Better hams and Ann, his wife, late Anna Davis. by order of court for the payment of debts
Persons who desire pasture can be ac
Jesse
Davis,
and
Benjamin
D.
Miller.
Wednesday, June 10.
commodated
by applying to
her sister Sara.
the said Jacob Rosenberger, deceased
put the tax to building an automo'
That no satisfaction was ever entered of of
HUGH MCLAUGHLIN, Trappe, Pa.
Seven persons were drowned in the
subject
to
the
dower
of
the
widow
record
by
Nathan
Davis
for
his
share
of
bile track and keep the machines off
Mrs. Yeagle is on the sick list.
Christian Rosenberger, deceased, and
floods at Helena, Mont.
the roads. The automobile driver said valuation money which was payable proportionable part of the residue of the
John S. Leech, the newly appointed
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. T. Miller acts as if he owned all the earth at prior to the death of the 'widow of the purchase
money to remain in the premises W ANTED.
said Benjamin Davis, deceased, nor was as a dower
public printer, was sworn ino office spent Sunday with his parents, Mr
A middled-aged woman, or girl,
fund for the widow of Jacob
all
times.
No
man
not
competent
to
satisfaction ever entered of record by Rosenberger,
for general housework; must be a good
deceased, the principal
Tuesday.
Thomas
Davis
and
Ann
Elizabeth
Miller
handle an automobile should be
fund to be paid to the heirs cook. Two in family. Apply to
Joseph Graff fell face downward ir and Mrs. Jacob Miller, at Neiffer.
for their shares of said valuation money said dower
MRS. CHAS. A. LODER,
legal representatives of said Jacob
Mr. Paul Kline and Marvin Yor given a license to run any kind of a which was payable at the decease of the and
a foot of water a t Titusville, Pa., while
Areola, Pa.
Rosenberger, deceased, and the amount 5-21.
motor
car,
particularly
on
the
pub
said
widow
of
Benjamin
Davis,
deceased,
in an epileptic fit and was drowned.
due the dower fund of Christian Rosen
gey spent Sunday with John Tyson lie highways.
so
that
the
satisfaction
of
said
recogniz
estate being fixed at $1013.72 and
At the commencement meeting o
ance is incomplete and invalid as to the berger’s
the dower fund in the estate of Jacob N o t i c e .
the board of trustees of Princeton uni at Pottstown.
Miss May Weikel, who has been said Nathan Davis and as to the said for
Notice is hereby given that the un
deceased, $1089.27.
versity gifts to the amount of $44.
has made application for the re
Mr. Jacob Smoyer, is having his very much indisposed, has so far Thomas Davis and Ann Elizabeth Miller: Rosenberger,
of dersigned
THAT
no
release
was
to
be
found
that
the
said
widow
Jemima
Davis
died
of Certificate No. 5—36, for 15 shares
731.71 were announced.
celler cemented, Isaiah Tyson 1S recovered that she has returned to prior to 1847, and your petitioner believes record of the recognizances and bonds in newal
of
common
stock of Reading Company,
A fire of unknown origin destroyed
her position at Coatesville.
that the said Nathan Davis, Thomas the estate of Christian Rosenberger as issued to Lucinda T. Miller and dated the
fixed
in
the
proceedings
in
partition
in
the
the New Cliff hotel, one of the famou doing the work.
and Ann Elizabeth Miller have
first day of December, 1904, the same hav
The Misses Patton were visitor Davis,
long-since been dead. He therefore prays tract awarded to Jacob Rosenberger nor ing been lost or destroyed. Finder will
summer hotels of Newport, R. I., to
Miss Carolyn Rambo, of “ Willow
of the dower of Elizabeth Rosenberger in please return to
to
Philadelphia
on
Saturday.
the
Court
to
direct
the
Sheriff
of
said
gether with a number of small cot Glen” was visiting her sister, Mrs
county to give public notice to said the land conveyed to John Stinson nor of
LUCINDA T. MILLER,
the dower of Mary Rosenberger as charged 5-14-4t.
tages connected with it, entailing a Thomas Gilbert, at Norristown, for
Mr. and Mrs. William McBride parties and their respective heirs. *
Trappe, Montgomery Co., Pa.
in
the
sale
of
the
real
estate
of
Jacob
Notice
is
hereby
given
to
Nathan
Davis
loss of $100,000.
of Norristown visited Oaks on Sat
Rosenberger, deceased, to John Stinson
several day.
Thomas
Davis,
and
Ann
Elizabeth
Miller,
urday.
or their several legal heirs or representa and that all of said encumbrances are
o r sa le.
upon the whole or some portion
Misses Edna Kline and Martha
The commencement of the Upper tives, to appear in said Court on Tuesday, charged
A first-class one-horse grass mower
PRODUCE QUOTATIONS
of
the
land
of
the
petitioner;
and
that
July
7,
1908,
at
10
o’clock
a.
m.,
to
show
Linderman, spent a very pleasant Providence township schools is cause why the proper decree should not be Mary Rosenberger,' widow of Jacob Ros for sale cheap. Apply to
H. M. WILKINSON, Oaks, Pa.
The Latest Closing Prices In the day last Wednesday, with Miss listed for Thursday, June 18. See granted and satisfaction of said recogniz enberger, died many years ago and that
Elizabeth Rosenberger, widow of Christian
Principal Markets.
ance
should
not
be
entered
upon
the
list
of
graduates
in
another
column
Rosenberger, died many years ago and
o r sa le.
record thereof.
PHILADELPHIA — FLOUR weak, Irene Grater.
that more than twenty-one years have
A farm of 54 acres in the borough of
Miss Auda N. Highley, of the
By the Court,
winter extras, new, $3.75 0 3.90; PenD
elapsed
since
the
principal
of
said
charges
Trappe. Numerous springs of pure water;
CHAUNCEY J. BUCKLEY, Sheriff.
sylvania roller, clear, $4® 4.10; ci
Buttonwood farm, visited us Sun
became
due
and
payable
and
that
no
pay
two
streams
of water running through
L. Evans, Attorney for Petitioner.
tnills, fancy, $5.7005.90. RYE FLO I.
FROM OAKS.
day;.walking all the way here and O.Sheriff’s
Office,-Norristown, Pa., June 3 ment has been made or demanded from the farm. Enough fine building stone (easily
juiet; per barrel, $4.50 0 4.60. WHE \T
present owner, so far as can be ascertained quarried) on the place to build a town. A
1908.
6-11.
steady; No. 2 red, western, 94©94%c.
By special request the Rev. Mr back to her home again. She was
from his predecessors in the title, Within bargain in real estate. For further iufor-'
graduate from the Hollow School in
CORN lower; No. 2 yellow, local, 8.
twenty-one years; and further represent mation call, Mondays or Tuesdays,
©82c. OATS quiet; No. 2 white, clip Ege, rector of St. Paul’s Memorial Lower Providence township. She
ing that, so far as is known to the peti
AT THIS OFFICE.
s t a t e n o t ic e .
ped, 57% @ 58c.; lower grades, 56c Church, will preach upon the sub received many presents from friends
Estate of Ammon Rimby, late of tioner, all of the persons interested in said
HAY steady; timothy, $16© 17, lirg
Montgomery county, de recognizances and bonds and said three
bales. PORK steady; per barrel, $18.5.. ject, “Recognition of Friends in
Ward Nichols is still out of com Collegevilie,
ceased. Letters testamentary on the above dowers are long since deceased and have J U. TYSON,
BEEF steady; beef hams, per barre Heaven,” the last Sunday evening
mission
with
the
sore
foot
the
ax
estate
having
been granted the under no living representatives upon whom per
$26@26. POULTRY: Live quiet; hen
signed, all persons indebted to said estate sonal service might be made; therefore
13% @14c.; old roosters, 9%c. Dressed in June(28tb)at6.45o’clock. Special cut.
Mason and Bricklayer,
are requested to make immediate payment praying the Court to direct the Sheriff to
steady; choice fowls, l3%c.; old roost music will be rendered by the vested
LIMERIOK, PA.
Senator Knox drove over the park and those having legal claims to present give notice to all parties in interest
ers, 10c. BUTTER firm; extra cream
Notice is hereby given to David Rosen
ery, 27c. EGGS steady; selected, 19tf choir on that evening, and as always drive, Valley Forge, Sunday. Now the same without delay to
Stone, brick, and cement work neatly exe
PENN TRUST COMPANY,
berger, John Rosenberger, Jacob Rosen cuted. Estimates furnished and contracts
21c.; nearby, 17%cj; western, 18c.
Norristown, Pa. berger, Ann wife of Samuel Heckler, Bar taken.
4-30-8m.
POTATOES steady; old, per busbe'i the seats are free and everybody in if he could only drive it into the
minds
of
the
delegates
to
the
Na
Or its attorney, Wm. F. Dannehower,
bara Rosenberger, Hetty Rosenberger,
70@80c.; new, per barrel, $2.50@2.75
vited
to
not
only
come
and
hear
Mr,
Norristown,
Pa.
5-7.
Maria Rosenberger and Christian Rosen J O H M G. SAYLOR,
tional Convention at Chicago to
BALTIMORE—WHEAT quiet; N j .
berger, children of Christina Rosenberger
2 spot, 96@96%c.; steamer No. 2 spo , Ege, but attend the church at all nominate him, it might be possible
deceased,
’and to Susanna Rosenberger
91@91%c.; southern, 91@95c. CORN times. This is a subject which in he might be elected, no matter.if we
A G E N T FO R T H E CELEB R A TED
s t a t e n o t ic e ,
Catharine Rosenberger, Ann Rosenberger.
firm; mixed spot, 72@72%c.; steamer terests everyone, and Rev. Mr. Ege
Estate
of
William
S.
Buckwalter,
do
think
it
will
snow
early
in
Elizabeth Rosenberger, Mary Rosenberger.
mixed, 60@68%c.; southern, 77%'. is a deep thinker and a ready talke
late
of
Lower
Providence
township,
Mont
Rosenberger, Jacob Rosenberger,
OATS unsettled; white, No. 2, 58®
November.
gomery counts, Pa., deceased. Letters of Jesse
and Benjamin F. Rqsenberger, children ofl
58%c.; No. 3, 57@57%c.; No. 4, 54- as well as a convincing one; the op
administration
upon
said
estate
having
Rosenberger, deceased, and to all
54%c.; mixed, No. 2, 56@56%c.; No portunity is afforded to ay to hear
been granted to the undersigned, all per Jacob
3, 54@54%c.; No. 4, 52@55c. BUTTER him oh the subject.
other persons being the heirs and legal
sons indebted to the estate are requested representatives
W O N D E R F U L W ATER TANK
easy; creamery separator extras, 24r.;
of the said Christian Ros
to make immediate payment, and those enberger, deceased,
held, 18019c.; prints,, 24@25c.; Mary
and Jacob Rosenberger,
A
very
large
water
tank,
sup
The
Sunday
School
Tombola
Fete
having
claims
against
the
same
to
pre
land and Pennsylvania dairy prints.
deceased, who are interested in the said
sent
them
without
delay
to
to
be
given
by
the
scholars
of
Saint
15© 16c. EGGS steady; fancy Mary
ported by a steel frame; has been
recognizances or bonds or any or all
KATE S. BUCKWALTER,
land, Pennsylvania, Virginia and West: Paul’s Sunday school is scheduled recently erected as a part of the
Administratrix. said three dowers, to appear in the Or
Virginia, 16%c.; southern, 15%c.
phans’ Court of Montgomery County on
for Wednesday evening,' June 17th
Collegevilie P. O., Pa.
Tuesday, the 7th day of July, 1908, a t 10
Don’t make any arrangements to supply system of the city of
o’clock a. m., to show cause why said
Live Stock Markets.
prevent your attendance, as you Lousiville, Ky., which is of interest r jiH E
recognizances and bonds and said three A nd the LJon Fence.
PITTSBURG (Union Stock Yards)— will see all your friends, have a as a marvel of this character of condowers should not be released and dis
Both are among the very best fencing on
CATTLE higher; choice. $7.1007.40; good time, and enjoy a dish of ice
charged of record from the land bound the
market and for cheapness and_ dura
sruction.
The
tank
has
a
capacity
of
prime, $6.7507.10. SHEEP higher:
thereby. By the court,
bility cannot be excelled. For particulars
-»LAUNCH EDNA»lambs lower; prime wethers, $4.65® cream and strawberries. The tom 1,200,000 gallons of water, equal to
CHAUNCEY J. BUCKLEY, Sheriff.
apply to
4.75; culls and common, $203; lambs. bola fete will be held on the lawn on
Will make trips from COLLEGEVILLE
$3.5005.65;
veal calves, $6.50@7. the church grounds; a very pleas a 10,000,000 pound load. It is a MILLS to GLEN ISLAND, and return, Larzelere and Gibson, attorneys for
JOHN G. SAYLOR, Near Eagleville, Pa.
petitioner.
HOGS higher; prime heavies, mediums ant place.
riveted steel cylinder 50 feet in every evening and on Sundays. Round Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa., May 28 R. D. No. 1, Norristown. Bell ’phone 45-M.
and heavy Yorkers, $5.7505.80; ligh
4-2-3m.
Yorkers, $5.5005.60; pigs, $5@5.1C
1908.
diameter and 65 feet 4 inches in trip, 5 cents.
During
Lent
the
Episcopal
Sunroughs. 34.5004.90.
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Evolution
By NELLIE
CRAVEY GILLMORE.
Copyrighted, 1908, by Associated
Literary Press.

her to seal the letter quickly and ad
dress it to “1918 West Twenty-ninth
Street. Mr. William K. Erierson, City.”
She stamped it with deadly delibera
tion and pressed the bell. While wait
ing for the messenger she sat staring
absently a t the name she had written
—his name; written it for the one hun
dred and seventeenth — and the last
time. She continued to stare a t the
stereotyped address through a blurred
vision. After all, perhaps she had not
expressed herself ju st right; at least,
she might have been more courteous,
as this was the end. There were still
thirty minutes of grace. The chauf
feur, running at speed limit, could
make the distance in twenty!
She rose and threw the letter into
the fire, then with a funny little gleam
in her eyes watched it curl and black
en and sift to nothingness. She turned
toward the writing table again, her
thoughts shaping themselves rapidly
and clearly. It was positively her last
chance to be diplofnatic, firm—final.
Crimson flags were waving in her
cheeks; twin sparks had kindled blue
flames in her eyes; her !>reath came
and went in little jerks. But her hands
were steady as a die. She wrote:
Dearest Billy—Come.
PAT.

• THE ANDEAN W ALL

Montgomery
Trust
Company

Crossing the Chilean Cordillera In
Winter and In Summer.
The wall of the Andes begins a t the
Caribbean and runs all the way down
the western edge of South America un.
til it trails off into the Antarctic like a
Jagged dragon’s tail. It is a very high
wall and a very wide one—sometimes
(cores and sometimes hundreds of
miles across—and except in a few
placés all but Impassable. There is
the Oroya railroad in central Peru, the
highest in the" world, which will take
you from the drowsy tropical coast at
breakfast time and by early afternoon
set you on the roof of the divide, shiv
ering and breathing fast, 15,500 feet
above the sea. There Is a railroad up
to Lake Titicaca from Mollendo, in
southern Peru, which crosses the
shoulder of the Andes at an altitude
»bout a thousand feet lower, and there
is a railroad running down Into Chile
and the coast from the Bolivian pla
teau.
The only railroad highway
which crosses the continent, however,
is that which climbs the Chilean mourn
tains to the pass of Uspallata and runs
thence across the pampa to Buenas
Aires. Some day this will be a through
line from sea to sea, and in a dozen or
more places tunnel gangs are nibbling
DeKalb and Main Sts.
under the upper cordillera. But now
it is open only during the summer, and
since its organization has paid over
even then the fourteen kilometers over
the Cumbre, or summit of the pass, $ 4 7 5 , 0 0 0 to its depositors in
must be made by stage. In winter no
interest on their ac
attempt is made to cross, and from
counts.
Mendoza, in the Argentine foothills,
over to Los Andes, on the Chilean side, $ 2 b 5 , 0 0 0 to its stockholders in
about 150 miles, the road is closed.
dividends on their
The Andes in these parts rise to ap
stock.
palling heights, the loftiest of which
Is Aconcagua’s 24,000 feet, and the pass And has accumula
itself is at not far from 13,000—3,900V ted a surplus of
$ 3 0 0 ,0 0 0
meters, to be exact During the winter
IT IS liberal to its depositors.
—the months of our northern sum m er
it is burled in snow, the deadly tem
Conservative in its investments.
poral is likely at any time to whirl
Careful in its management.
down on the traveler, and crossing the
cordillera is as different a thing from If not a Depositor, would it not pay
crossing it in summer as crossing a
you to become one ?
prairie carpeted with spring violets is
different from venturing into It during
a blizzard, when a man may lose his
way and freeze to death a furlong
from the ranch house door. Whoever
tries to cross after the 1st of June is
IS WHAT WE WANT TO TALK
supposed to take his life in his hands.
ABOUT. •
—Scribner’s.

CAPITAL, $250,000.00

SURPLUS, $250,000.00

cChe Oldest A rtist Company in ¿Montgomery County

3

PER CENT. INTEREST paid by this Company
tor every day the money is on deposit,—T h e Com
pany having paid to its Savings Depositors 3 per
cent, interest tor over 2 3 years

Patricia turned from the window
jin d is known for its
with a little shiver. The leaden sky
had ju st released a hurricane of white
STRENGTH AND SAFETY—CONSERVATIVE METHODS
feathers, and the rollicking flames in
CARE AND INTEGRITY—COURTESY AND LIBERALITY
the great brass andlroned fireplace
AND SOLIDITY '
magnetized her into the depths of a
huge armchair, where she could think
Acts as Executor, Administrator, Guardian, Trustee, Assignee
comfortably.
and Receiver, Executing Trusts of Every Description.
At last she drew in her breath with
a deep sigln She had reached a de
‘Deposits o f One Dollar and upward received by this Company
cision. H er face was very pale from
the past hour’s conflict of emotions,
118 W est Main Street, Norristown, Penna.
and her lips drew a determined red
line above her dimpled chin.
She glanced at the clock—4! She
had promised him her answer by 6,
and it was still to be written and dis
patched. She dashed a refractory tear
A Real Nice Husband.
from her eye and resolutely crossed the
During the reign of Queen Anne
room to a writing table. The transient
tenderness died from her face as she there lived in Jermyn street, London,
seized a pen from the rack and hastily a Mr. and Mrs. Howe, who were a
w.ell to do and apparently a very hap
flashed down the superscription.
py couple. After eight years of mar
Your Choice in STORE GOODS at bed
,,
'
The Elms, March 3.
My Dear Frierson—Certainly not. I can ried life Mr. Howe suddenly disap
rock prices awaits you at
peared,
and
nothing
was
heard
of
him
never be your wife after last night’s rev
elation. Fortunately for me, I’ve quite for seventeen years, during which pe
outgrown my taste for fairy tales, and riod his two children had died and
nothing you might say could alter my de Mrs. Ho^ve had left her Jermyn street
The same water is used over
termination in view of the evidence of
residence for a small house off Golden
my own eyes. Very sincerely yours,
and over again to operate
square. The extraordinary part of
PATRICIA THURSTON
As she reread the words some of the this real life romance is that Mr.
Hot Water and
savage indignation that had come into Howe had never gone away from Lon
Patricia’s face while she was writing don at all and lived at Westminster
Steam Systems
Our large and well assorted stock of
them died o u t She pondered a mo under another name. Disguised, he
SPRING and SUMMER DRESS GOODS
ment, then tore the sheet in two and attended St. James’, Piccadilly, every
includes Lawns, Dimities, Percales, Laces,
Only a few gallons need to
tossed it into the wastebasket. The Sunday and saw his wife there. Mr.
Embroideries, &c. Stock of Muslins, Cali
be added during a season.
clock struck the half hour after 4. Howe also frequented a coffee house
coes, and Ginghams, complete.
Automatically
She took up the pen again and wrote which almost faced Mrs. Howe’s
operated,
painstakingly:
house, and thus he could watch her
safe
movements.
When
seventeen
years
The Elms, Thursday.
and
Dear Mr. Frierson-After considering had elapsed Mrs. Howe received an
Carpet S w eepers,
the matter thoroughly I have come to the anonymous letter in which the writer
very
decision that I cannot marry you. There
S ix D ifferen t S ty les.
durable.
are so many things that make for a hap desired her to meet him in Birdcage
py union, and, lacking in many of the walk the next daye as he had some
requisites, I fear It would be an unwise thing important to tell her. Mrs.
IDEAL
step. For Instance, two people Just en Howe went as requested and there
Boilers
GENTS’
FURNISHING
GOODS
in
tering upon matrimony should in all cases
and
variety. Dress and Neglige Shirts that
begin by being able to trust each other met her long lost husband. . Mr. Howe
AMERICAN
Implicitly.
will please buyers.
Radiators
never explained the motives which
F o r D ress
I shall return all your letters by ex had prompted his disappearance, and
O
xfords
press. Please do likewise. Tours sin
FATE OF A RARE STAMP.
Mrs. Howe wisely did not press the
of Russia Calf,
THE BEST MADE SHOES to suit all
cerely,
PATRICIA T
solid and stylsh, tastes Patent Colt, Vici Kid, and other
OWE OF T H E VERY
subject
The
reunited
couple
lived
for
She signed her name with a hysteric
at
$2.00,
$2.50,
Craved by Collectors and Burned by a
styles.
B E ST BO ILER S OUT
and
$3.00.
al flourish and ran her eyes quickly many years after their separation hap
Careless Domestic.
O xfords
through the curt sentences. Uneon pily, which is only one of the many
TH E HARKET.
In
the
year
1851
a
twelve
penny
black
cases in everyday life where truth is
of Patent Colt,
THE GROCERY DEPARTMENT con
sciously her red lip curved upward.
Canadian postage stamp was printed
$2.30, $3.00.
stranger
than
fiction.
tains anything required in good, fresh, de
“Too sentimental,” she sniffed and
by the government at Ottawa. The
O xfords
pendable stock.
crumpled the paper in her hand. The
public
did
not
regard
this
somber
issue
of
Gun
Metal,
A Surprised Scotchman.
clock ticked with warning insistence.
The undersigned will furnish and erect
hand sewed, $3,
In the year 1739 the Russians and with favor, so few were issued.
$3.50, $2.50.
e W ithout hesitating she drew up a fresh
SUMMER HORSE CLOTHING, Lap IDKAU B O ILER S and guarantee satis
One of these stamps was sent to the
Turks,
weary
of
war,
commissioned
B lu ch er
sheet and began:
Spreads, &c„ &c.
faction. Will also furnish and erect the
S h o es
two plenipotentiaries—on the Russian Hamilton postofflce, where it was sold
Thursday Evening.
F
R E E D BO ILER S — excellent steam
to
an
old
gentleman,
who
said
It
was
Vici
Kid,
.Gun
Dear William—Of course after practic side Marshal General Keith, on the
Metal, and P at
LAWN MOWERS, strong, easy run makers, safe, and satisfactory—manufact
ing a willful deception upon me it is out side of the Turks the grand vizier of a shame to print the queen’s picture
ent Colt. We ning, and clean cutters.
of the question for me to further consid the sultan—to make peace. The two on a stamp that might be handled by
ured by the 8team Fitters’ Heater Company
lead at $3.00 the
er your offer of marriage. We should
of
Collegeville. Windmills furnished and
profane
hands.
Tenderly
the
old
gen
pair.
$3.50
are
extra.
$2.50,
$2.00,
are
never be happy with the knowledge of it diplomatists met and carried on pro
desirable.
Full line of HARDWARE. POULTRY erected, Hand Pumps supplied and placed,
between us even if I could go to the tracted negotiations through interpre tleman put it on a parcel, sending it to very
every day we have Box Calf Blucher’ WIRE NETTING, all sizes.
length of overlooking it, which I cannot. ters.
a friend in the United States. Here. orFor
and all kinds of Steam Fitting and Plumb
Colt at $1.50, $1.75, $2.00, $2.40.
After all, it would have been simple for
In the wastebasket, it lay for many a
ing done at reasonable prices.
Store
open
Monday,
Friday
and
Satur
When
all
was
satisfactorily
settled
you to have told me that you had a pret
ty young aunt who was coming to spend the plenipotentiaries rose to take form day till an errand boy found it and day evenings.
the week. Fancy the shock I experienced al leave of each other, the marshal quickly transferred it to his album.
upon seeing you kiss a girl—stranger—at making his bow with his hat in his Despairing of getting a good collection'
4-4.
COLLEGEVILLE, P A .
the Clanceys’ last night! And so farewell.
hand and the grand vizier his salaam and his fever for stamps somewhat
PATRICIA.
abating, he sold them to a dealer. The
with
his
tnrban
on
his
head.
She stared at the composition a sec
Main S t , Norristown, Pa.
These ceremonies of leavetaking new owner, on looking at the cata
ond, the words running together in an
logue, found that what he had paid $5
over,
the
grand
vizier
suddenly
aggravating fashion. At last her gaze
**
straightened himself and, to the mar for was worth $25.
Accidentally
tHe
stamp
was
slipped
shal’s utter astonishment, marched up
ft
IT WILL
to him, gripped him affectionately by into a 25 cent packet and sent to a
n
dealer
residing
in
Hamilton.
When
the hand and in the very broadest
Scotch cried: “Dtnna be surprised, man. the latter opened the packet he was
I’m frae the same country as yoursel’. astonished to find such a valuable
Weel I mind seeing you and your stamp and, being honest, wrote his GARDEN and FIELD SEEDS
---- TO VISIT-----§
brither when boys passing by the friend to inform him of what had hap
pened,
offering
him
$1,200
for
it.
The
OF A l l KINDS.
school at Kirkcaldy.”
“Why, who—who are you?” gasped offer was accepted, and the stamp
1
the marshal, staggering back in his be again changed hands. By this time the
m
a « A M D 138 W . H A I M S T .,
stamp
had
increased
in
value,
and
not
wilderment
n
“I am the grand vizier to the sultan a few came from a distance to look at Poultry W ire.
Where y°u can get GOOD SERVICEABLE
of Turkey, but—my father was bell the treasure. One day an English no
SHOES for Men, Women and Children ' m
bleman, who, through a Canadian
at the LOWEST POSSIBLE
man o’ Kirkcaldy!”
1:
Fence W ire.
friend, had heard of the stamp, offered
PRICES.
$1,500, which offer was accepted. The
We give $10.00 of Crown Trading Stamps
Lovable Liszt.
English lord, falling in love with an
on all purchases of $1.00 or more.
5 # In making, your purchases at i t
It has been said that Liszt was the American heiress and wishing to gain
%% FENTON’S STORE. Years of %%
most loved man in history. This state the favor of her brother, presented
-jMfr experience enables the proprietor Mk
ment may appear sweeping and rash, him with the stamp as a token of
but there was such an indescribable esteem. Here, in its new and luxuri
C H A S. A . S A B E L O S K Y , a e to know just what to buy, how
By the Pound, Pint, Quart or Gallon.
to buy, and how to sell the thoupersonal charm about him th at all with ous American home, it came to a sad
26 AND 138 W. MAIN STREET,
whom he came in contact felt the force end, for one day the maid, by mistake
sand and more articles kept in &
of his attractiveness. Not only was he swept the stamp, which had accidental
stock in. a thoroughly equipped # #
10-11.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
loved by personal acquaintances, but ly fallen out of the album, into the
general store.
also by those who merely heard him fire. In an Instant the stamp which
n
5
In DRY GOODS, GROCERplay in the concert hall. There was a thousands had heard of and longed
¿Mt IES, DRIED FRUITS, CANNED | |
mysterious charm about his playing for went up in smoke to the broad
GOODS, or in any department of W
th at turned artistic admiration into blue sky, leaving not a trace behind.
Jobbers and Retailers of HARDWARE,
the big store on the corner you
personal affection. When Liszt playecl,
E sta b lish e d . . 1875.
"D E A R E S T B E L L Y ,” S H E W RO TE, “ CO M E .”
i t will find what you want at the
cleared. But how ridiculous! The next all who heard him deluded themselves
PAINTS, TOOLS, ETC.,
Antiquity of the Oath.
^
right price.
^
thing he’d be thinking she was—jeal Into the belief th at he played for them
The oath is practically as old as his
ous! She must be more dignified, more in particular; that he shared their phi tory. As far back“ as we can go we
tt
Ready-made Pantaloons and ^
losophy—aye, their joys and sorrows.
Impersonal. Once more she wrote:
find some form of appeal to the forces
6
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed’s
My Dear Billy—No, do not get the ring. He was tall, of commanding appear th at are stronger than man. The oath
Boots and Shoes are among the
PH4ENIXVILI jE, PA .
We have made a mistake. Let us still ance, learned, strong and fearless, yet calling God to witness Is of course
specialties.
- be friends. Cordially,
PATTY.
simple, as most great men are. A
P. S.—By the way, I never knew before large, warm heart, which embraced the much later than th at made in the name Both ’Phones. J. P. STETLER, Manager.
that your grandmother had been twice whole world, presided over these vir of the powers of nature, fire, flood and
and Glassware, Paints, £ £
m Oil,Crockery
married. Strange you didn’t mention it
tempest or the ferocity of wild beasts
Putty, Hardware.
AND
all these years. There’s quite a differ tues—a heart ever ready to rejoice and or the terror of the pestilence. The
%
n
ft
ence In your mother’s and 'Miss Heaslip’s suffer with others. His generous zeal
FRANK W . SHALKOP,
Gents’ Famishing Goods in #44
age, Isn’t there?
p.
in behalf of his contemporaries—Wag gesture of the raised hand and the for
f
t
variety.
3?
The clock announced 5. Patricia ner, Chopin, Schumann and Berlioz— mula, “So help me God,” are of Jewish(Successor to John S. Kepler,)
ft
glanced around, startled, to assure proves clearly the unparalleled love Christian origin, although the ancient
i
herself with her eyes th at her ears had power of his heart, which continually nations swore in the name of their
IN VARIETY.
heard aright. In the tall mirror oppo showed Itself In a thousand different gods.
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection
site th at stretched from floor to ceiling ways, conquering the sternest and cold
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water
A Lively Play.
Ices. Special attention given to supplying:
she got a transitory glimpse of her est of natures.
“I
heard
one
man,”
said
the
play
Weddings and Parties.
TRAPPE, PA.
face. I t was pathetically altered. Her
wright, “who attended the premier of
eyes, purple ringed with misery, stared
JOHN H. CUSTER,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA .
H
ft
The Sponge Animal.
my new play last night complain that
mockingly back at her. The self con
^ju COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
If the sponge
-brought up fresh It was so late when he got out.”
it
tempt th at swept over her hardened from the sea bottom were a familiar
“Yes?” queried the critic.
§
them instantly. Anything written un object few would be In doubt as to its
“Yes, and yet the final curtain fell
der the influence of such an expres being an animal. When fresh it Is a
It
sion could not be other than absurd. fleshy looking substance covered with before 10:45.”
“Ah, perhaps he overslept himself!”
m
With a petulant hand she swept the a firm skin, and if cut It presents some
still unblotted lines aside and scratched w hat the appearance of raw meat. Its —Philadelphia Press.
against loss by death from disease or accilaconically:
dentinthe L O W E R P R O V I D E N C E
cavities are filled with a gelatinous
Fair
Warning.
MUTUAL LIVE STOCK INSURANCE CO.
Billy—All is over between us. My an
American
I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler, Full amount of appraisement'paid when loss
Mistress—Jane, I saw the milkman
swer is "No.’ Come for your letters and substance called “milk.”
Dead Animals Removed
sponges and those of all other parts of kiss you this morning. In the future I an undertaker of many years’ experience, occurs.
don’t fall to bring mine.
P. T.
and shall spare no effort to meet the fullest
I.
Z.
REINER,
President.
the
world
are
inferior
to
the
sponges
She folded the note with cold, dispas
will take the milk in. Jane—Twouldn’t expectations of those who will entrust me to
FREE OF CHARGE.
D. M. CASSELBERRY, Secretary.
sionate fingers. A pang went through of the eastern shores of the Mediter be no use, mum. He promised never to serve them.
A I will pay $1.00 for Dead Horses and
her. She caught in her breath with a ranean. The finest of all sponges is kiss anybody but me.—Illustrated Bits.
WM. H. BOUD, Treasurer, Audubon.
$1.00 for Dead Cows.
Will meet trains at all Stations. Or
dry, audible sound. “Unexpected; tele the Turkey toilet sponge, which is cup
ders
received
by
telephone
or
telegraph.
-85
A p p r a ise r s s
’Phone—Bell, 11-L.
gram indeed!” she mused angrily. “I shaped. The American sponge most
I t will surprise many to learn that
THEO. DETWILER, Eagleville; H. H.'
nearly approaching it in quality is the ear diseases were studied some 3,400
don’t believe a word of it.”
ROBISON,
Collegeville;
w
.
E.
BEAN,
ET TOUR P o ste r a P r in te d m* Trooper; JAMES A. MORGAN, 61 East
The striking of the half hour nerved West Indian glove sponge.
years ago.
th e In d e p e n d e n t Office.
Penn St., Norristown.
PRO VIDENCE SQ U A R E, P A .
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SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY.

CLAMER’S GRIST

M T T .T .

thing rather pertinent, but he let It
WANTED THEIR GOATS.
pass, with the host of other lost oppor
tunities. Billy was a wiser man than
Collegeville, Penna.,
A Curious Adventure Among the Na
any of them thought.
tives of Africa.
The boatman made them fast to the
$10
to
$25.
Do the BEST CHOPPING and is the BEST PLACE to get the BEST FEED, such as
Mrs. Constance Larymore, author of
float, and Billy helped Martha out as
Wheat Bran, Corn Bran, No. t Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn, Oats
he gave orders to have the tank filled. “A Resident’s Wife In Nigeria,” re
Superb clothes that* are the
Feed for plenty of milk, etc., etc.,
He then followed JJartha up the run counts this curious adventure in Afri
By J. LUDLUM LEE.
way which connected the float with ca: “The sahib, as from ineradicable
extreme of value and quality
A T T H E L O W E S T CA SH P R IC E .
the land. The tide was very low, and Indian habit I still commonly call my
Copyrighted, 1908, by Associated
for Men and Young Men that
the sandy bottom was easily visible husband, had gone out at sunset after
Literary Press.
deer, and during his absence thè entire
Our excellent equipment and obliging employes enable us to supply your needs
through the clear, shallow water.
are not satisfied with mere body
BETTER and QUICKER than any other mill.
Martha stared down a t some large population of the village came stream
black object in the sand. Billy stared ing up the hill to the rest house, all
Give us a call and we will supply your wants at short notice.
covering—ready-to-wear clothes The Alders’ week end party was In too.
talking loudly and at once and evident
full swing. The girls, In dainty mus
“Why, it’s a stove, Martha!” exclaim ly under the influence of strong excite
F . J. C L A M E R .
that are not in the ready-made tins or smartly tailored linen suits
ed Billy. “Now, if we only had that up ment. I was by that time well accus
EMIL KLAUSFELDER, Manager.
strolling about, with the men in here on dry land we could go to housed tomed to creating a sensation when
class and that cost no more than were
white flannels, making a charming keeping right away. Eh, girlie, couldn’t ever I appeared, no white woman hav
ing been seen previously, but these
the ready-made do—You’re in picture on the green lawn and shod we?”
people struck me as having more than
owy piazza.
Martha clutched the rail.
vited to come in and examine
Mrs. Aider was swinging in the
“Is this a proposal, Billy?” she asked saluations In their minds and on their
clamoring tongues. I had been six
in
odd tones.
hammock, pushing herself back and
When ypu have occasion to introduce these unusual clothes.
“I guess it is^ dear—a t least,” said weeks in the country. My knowledge of
forth with her daintily shod foot,
Hausa was-fconfined to salutations and
any Plumbing Fixtures, or to have your Soft and Stiff Hats are Ready.
while in a cozy armchair by her side Billy as he put his sunburned hand a few simple words, so I summoned
over
hers,
“I’ve
been
trying
to
ask
you
home heated with steam or hot water, you
sat Fred Marshall peacefully smoking
for the past seven years, and now I’ve our interpreter to help me to entertain
want only the most skillful mechanics to All but oue or two styles here are his pipe.
done it all of a sudden, with the kitch my visitors.
“They chattered, shouted-and gestic
“It strikes my verdant young brain,’ en furniture thrown in. What’s my
confined exclusively to this store.
plan and execute the work.
ulated at Paul, Who eventually explain
he began, “that’s it’s about time those answer?” 1
Whoever likes fine felts, perfect two people were married, settled down
Billy was eagerly waiting for the ed to me smilingly that they had never
“ It’s Just Like T his!”
workmanship and correct workman and lived happily afterward.”
answer when a tall colored man dress seen a white woman before and wire
anxious to offer me a personal wel
pointed to a couple’In the swing ed in black frock coat, white tie and come. 1 nodded and smiled in high
Plumbing Fixtures, or a Heating ship, can’t resist. Boot Hats in the ingHeseat
vest
and
silk
hat
touched
him
on
the
under the maple tree.
Dew style for spring. Special styles
gratification, thanked them cordially
shouldeh
Apparatus, are not put in for a day. Under for young men and conservative “Married!” echoed Mrs. Alder.
“Thar’s the stove, sir, and here’s and when I had exhausted my small
“Married
the exact and, I believe
proper conditions they last for generations.
styles for older men make easy pick
the parson,” and with a low, sweep stock of polite salutations told the in
correct word,” reassured Fred. “Yon ing bow, hat in hand, he bent his old terpreter to give them leave to go
ing here for all tastes. Dunlap Stiff should understand the significance of
home. This they did. somewhat re
“ It’s Just Like T h is!”
Hats, $3.50 to $5. Stetson Soft Hats, the word, my dear Dolly. You’re mar back before them.
The situation was irresistible, and luctantly, I thought, but after describ
all three, regardless of race, creed or ing the interview with- some amuse
We are prepared to submit plans and install the latest style $3 and $3.50. Other Hats, 50c. to $3. ried yourself, If I’m not mistaken.”
ment to-the sahib I dismissed the mat
color, joined in a hearty laugh.
“Why,
Billy
Richards
would
never
ter from my mind.
Plumbing Fixtures, or the most efficient Steam or Hot Water Children’s Tapis, 50c. to $1.
'I’m afraid the odds are very much
dare to ask a stunning girl like Mar
“Six weeks later we passed through
Heating Apparatus, at the lowest price consistent with gooc
Mothers, bring your children here tha Vandercook to marry him. The against me,” parried Martha. “It Lukpa again on our way back to Lokowould
seem
th
at
the
only
way
out
of
for their new headwear. Tams in idea is preposterous!” said Dolly Al it is for me to say ‘Yes.’ Let’s go ja and found It deserted—-not a man,
material and workmanship.
as she gave herself a vigorous
woman or child, not a goat, not a fowl
Golf Red, Blues, Brown, White and der
home and tell Dolly.”
push.
—all gone, obviously fled Into the bush.
Gray, at 50c. and $1. They’re un
As
a
rule,
Billy
was
not
considered
a
“ It’s Just Like This!”
“W ant to bet on it?” asked Fred.
I felt distinctly hurt at this churlish
charitable
man,
but
he
turned
to
the
usually nice, too.
“My dear boy, it would be like rob
behavior on the part of my late admir
When you find it necessary to have any repairs made, send
bing the blind. Billy Richards is a old colored preacher who had helped ers and learned long afterward that on
shape his destiny and handed him
our first visit our precious interpreter
us your orders. We will not keep you waiting, nor will we put 50c. Knitted Four-in-Hands 35c sort of tame cat to Martha. You can ato crisp
yellow backed bill.
generally find him purring to himself
and others of our party had seized and
They’re just the same kind that in some corner, and In case she wants
you to any avoidable inconvenience.
“Treat the congregation to popcorn killed every goat and fowl In the vil
other stores are selling for 50c. him he’s very apt to stretch himself and lemonade, won’t you?” he said as lage. The wretched owners had rush
Just because the maker didu!t have and come at her bidding, but marriage he followed Martha down the runway. ed up to the rest house to complain,
They were soon rounding the point and all they got was ‘Thank you!’
a half dozen of each pattern he con —never!”
and in great glee they landed a t the
“I’ll
grant
you
there’s
something
of
“I am not ashamed to confess that I
I-I2 .
COLLEGEVILLE, PA,
sidered them odds and ends. That’s the feline in him.” said Fred. “He’s Alders” float iThe house party aw ait
cried when I made that discovery. The
ed them on the piazza. Billy helped lesson, however, went home to us both
the reason they’re 35c. instead of
Martha across the lawn, over many and drove us to work ceaselessly at
50c. Cross stripes and plain colors.
imaginary stones and up the steps. the Hausa language, knowing there
m m m m m m nm m n
His face had taken on a boyish look, could be no security for ourselves or
$5 and $7 Silk Petticoats $3.59.
I am fully equipped at my New
hile Martha was more beautiful justice for the people until we could be
Location, Ridge Pike, one-third
than ever.
Only a handful of these wonderful
independent of dishonest Interpreta
H ' mile South of Perklcmen Bridge,
I wish I had a lemonade,” sighed tion.”
Silk Petticoats left, and unless you
£ 4 to servo my old patrons and lnPaul Westover.
come soon you’ll be unable to get
W vlte new ones to give me a trial
“All rig h t” said their host “W hat
AN INDIAN ATTACK.
sH* All work guaranteed.
the greatest Silk Petticoat ever
will you have, Fred?”
offered. Every garment a perfect
C arriages and B u sin e ss
Fred glanced first a t the young cou One In Which Custer and a New York
| |
W agons B u ilt to O rder
ple, who had just stepped on the
quality and beautifully made. We
Broker Were Mixed Up.
r?
a t B ig h t P r ic e s.
porch, then slowly turned and looked
have shipped them in every direc
Charles Osborn, a New York broker,
at
his
hostess,
Dolly
Alder.
Now ready for Spring Painting
tion, and as far as Buffalo, N. Y.
“I believe I ’ll take a pint of peanuts, and General Custer were intimate
4»fr and Varnishing. Rubber Tiring
friends, and Osborn annually visited
Everybody considers them wonder
•jM(r done in the shop. Horseshoeing
If you don’t mind.”
~
the general at his camp on the plains,
W ’ and General Repairing. , Keystone
ful
bargains.
$2
Hydegrade
Azelia
I j t ’Phone.
During one of the Indian cam paigui
Petticoats, $1.29.
An Awful Mishap.
&
R . II. GRATER,
he ‘Suited Osborn §nd a party of
HOLD ON T H E R E !
Two passengers on an Atlantic liner, friends to Kansas Snd after giving
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
one an American and the other an EngBe careful not to place your orders for
lishman, did not exchange the farewell them a buffalo hunt arranged a novel
Building or other Lumber until we have had
courtesies when the steamer reached experience in the way of an 'india’n
her pier usual between voyagers who scare. As Osborn was lying in his tent
a chance to estimate on your wants. We
have occupied adjoining staterooms one night firing was heard at the out
■jp» certain to give you entire satisfaction as
S
.
G
R
O
S
S
F
R
Y
’S
and hobnobbed during an ocean voy posts and the rapid riding of pickets
“Boots and saddlesF’ was the order in
as to the Lumber itself and its delivery.
A, plausjble explanation
the disturbed atmosphere of the night
We may save you a dollar or two, also.
vouchsafe?
Iby
the
American.
231 H igh S tr e e t,
During the voyage the Englishman and Custer appeared to Osborn loaded
[ Come and see us.
rifle, two revolvers, a saber and
persisted in fraternizing with the awith
scalping knife.
-.
POTTSTOWN. PA
American in a mogt obtrusive and an
“Charles,” he said In his quick. nervT H A B S T H E STOVE, S IB , AND H E B E ’S T H E
noying
manner.
Within
two
days
of
P a k so n .”
Boston tho Englishman one morning ous way, “you must defend yourself.
slow and sure, but when he sees bis hunted up the American and found him Sitting Bull and Flea in Your Boots,
COAL, LUMBER, FEED,
opportunity he’ll jump at it, ail right, in apparent despondency, gazing sea with Wiggle Tail Jim and Scalp Lock
Skowheban, are on us in force. ' I did
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
and probably land his mouse. I'll .tell ward from the hurricane deck. ,
not
want to alarm you before, but the
you what,” he continued—“I’ll wager
“Confounded blue this morning, old
you six perfectly good pairs of gloves chap. W hat’s the m atter?” And the safety of my command is my first
SPRING IS COMING—THE TIME FOR against a pint of half roasted peanuts
Things look serious. If we don’t
Britisher slapped his companion -on the duty.
meet again, God bless you!”
that they marry withip six months,” back.
MAKING CHANGES IN YOUR
The broker fell on his knees. “Cus
suggested Fred.
“Matter enough,” growled the Amer
. HOUSEFURNISHINGS.
“Well, of course, in these hard times ican. “Ship’s lost. Captain don’: ter,” he cried, “only get me out of this!
Railroad House, Collegeville, Pa.
I cannot afford to throw away six pairs know which way to steer. Forgot to 1 11 carry a million shares of Western
T h e first th iu g to d e c id e , is s
Union for you and let you into the firm
of gloves,” soliloquized -Dolly, “but. wind the compass last night.”
Good teams furnished promptly at rea'
to get me home! Only save me!”
“
W
here
w
ill
I
p
u
r
c
h
a
se
?”
frankly.
I
feel
as
if
I
were
taking
sonable
prices.
Moving
and
heavy
haul
—AND—
The Englishman-listened with mouth
But Custer was gone, and the camp
money from a child. However, the bet agape, then rushed off to tell his
ing done.
2-30
Before making your choice. It will be to is on.”
friends of the consequential mishap. by shrewd arrangement burst into a
your advantage to call and examine stock
IG r a n i t e " W ^ o r k s
Harry Alder came from the house at Evidently the gullible Britisher was blaze, and shots, oaths and warw hoops
and secure prices at
this moment and went to the rail of “pushed along” for some time until he were Intermixed until suddenly a paint
ed object loomed on Osborn’s sight
the piazza, scanned the various groups found everybody guying him.
and something was flung into his face
of men and girls and at last cried out
fc* B« BRANDT, ** Proprietor,
—a human scalp. He dropped to the
tu Billy and Martha in their cozy
Osmosis In Medicine,
W hen in N orristow n, Pa..
ground and said the Lord’s Prayer
corner.
Osmosis is the passage of a liquid
Where It is always a pleasure to SHOW
‘I say, Billy Richards, it’s time you or a gas through a membrane. Some backward and sideways until the noise
STO P AT T H E
GrOOD8.
had a bit of exercise, and ,1 wish you times medicines are administered in died away and there was exposed a
Walnut Street and Seventh
A FCJLL LINE of all grades of
would run the launch around to the this way. But how far we are from lighted supper table with this explana
public dock and get the tank filled understanding the details of this sub tion on a transparency:
Osborn’s Treat!”
Ave., Royersford, Pa.
with gasoline for our afternoon fishing ject as related to the human body is
trip,” he cried, with a merry twinkle indicated by some experiments of Pro
(Opposite Court House).
A Strong Maid.
in his blue eyes. “And, by the way, fessor Louis Kahlenberg. All attempts
A cooking expert tells this story:
---- oOo---Martha, would you mind going along to introduce lithium salts into the sys
ïm ST-CLA SS WORK. LOW PRICES,
Only the other night, dining with
and seeing that he buys gasoline and
1 5 ? “ First-class Accommodations for Man
Carpets, Mattings, Oil Cloths and Lin not other spirituous liquors around tem by absorption through the «kin some friends of mine. I saw a maid
have failed, and yet the same salts
oleums.
there? Billy’s been awfully absent- make their way readily through the drop and break a superb platter that
and Beast.
Picture Frames made to order.
minded of late.”
mucous membrane. When the feet are contained two roast canvasback ducks.
Carpets cleaned and relayed.
8tabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable.
Billy stretched himself, and then soaked in a solution of hydrochloric or Our host did not permit this accident
to ruffle him. While we waited for
Martha and he went down and loos
Both English and German spoken.
Repairing and upholstering attended to ened the little launch Barbara from sulphuric acid, an alkaline- reaction some other course to be substituted for
quickly
takes
place
internally.
But
promptly.
her moorings and were soon on their citric acid refuses to act the same way, the last one he said: ‘You must excuse
way around the point to the public although both of the acids have a sim that maid. These accidents happen al
dock. Martha made a picture at the ilar effect when taken through the di most daily with her. I think it is a
P. K. Cable, Proprietor
awheel while Billy busied himself with gestive tract. Sulphuric acid, then, disease. She was, I believe, a dairy
maid originally, but she had to aban
the little engine.
has quite a different physiological ef
“Billy Richards,” said Martha, mean fect when it enters through the skin don that occupation on account of her
while steering the little launch in and Instead of through the mouth. Living inability to handle the cows without
out between the larger boats that lay membranes act differently with regard breaking their horns.’ ”
in the bay, “the longer I know you to osmosis from dead ones, "and the
6 0 YEARS*
Beware the French “Tabac.”
1E X P E R IE N C E
the more stupid you seem to grow.”
same membranes which behave alike
A suggestion: If you are a smoker
“Martha, my dear girl,” answered with regard to some substances behave
Billy, “men with great minds—great very differently from one another irith and are going to tour France take your
m ade to o r d e r .
M FU R N ISH IN G ®
own tobacco and pipe or cigars, for no
thinkers—are seldom great talkers, and regard to other substances.
American can smoke the “tabac” sold
I d have you to know that because 1
in France. Cigars are unobtainable
don’t say things is no sign th at I do
| S ; ‘ä
ä
ä
A Foe to Malaria.
outside the large cities, and the smok
not
think
them.”
That most animals have some spe
T rade M arks
“Ä
. Ä
Orders entrusted to my charge will receive
Billy’s chest seemed to expand with cific function to perform is well known. ing tobacco is of International quality—
D esig n s
|o n tobox trlde
Clgar8' 8Peclal atten'
.
„
C opyrig hts A c .
this statem ent Martha turned and Now scientists claim that a species you smoke It In one country and smell
the most careful and painstaking attention.
it in another.—Outing Magazine.
looked
at him incredulously.
of fish exists in Australian waters
W. E. JOHNSON,
“It may be that I have done you an which feeds qn the larvae of mosqui
Popping the Question.
PROVIDENCE 8QUARE, PA
injustice. Billy,” she said, “but as I toes and so reduces the prospects of
& JSS
Ä hcharge,
f0Ä In the
rt4Dgc S ? Ä ve
e
C O L L E G E V I L L E , P A . recall the past seven years I look In
“Hello!” said the corn. “Was that
tpecial
notice, without
malaria. It belongs to a family of ’c ar you whispering?”
’P hone No. 18.
vain for any great thoughts, deeds or nivorous or flesh eating fish which is
^
M I S T O \U M H f r a t n
“Yes,” replied the wind. “I’ve been
speeches of yours. Surely great men frequently found in the temperate and
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Lareest dr.
J o b * * 0 * B I» » E R Y H E B * * d S
trying to catch your ear for some
say something—sometimes.”
eolation of any scientific journal. Terms A3 a
tropic
zones
and
usually
In
shallow
«_ J? “Ki Perforating, Paging, NumberI@“Tbe
I
ndependent
’
s
eight
pages
*L So'd by all newsdealers.
time.”—Bohemian Magazine.
She let go of the steering wheel and
■ r ®la** Books for Banks and Business
contain local and general news, agri turned to see the effect of her sting water. Very small In size, being only
&
38
¿bout one and a half to two inches in
Branch Offloe, 625 F St, Washington, d l C.
Discreet.
cultural notes, short stories a njt ing sarcasm. It was a bad move, for length, it has, In the male, yellow and
fwheanlv
c \ ^ r-n«-,.,rSP®*1*
L11!»attrdoneioD-quickly and
Lawyer
(to
applicant
for position»—
they
had
neared
the
dock,
and
the
interesting miscellaneous reading
black striped fins, while the eye is of
» d i e t s ’, E8t,mates cheerfully furnished.
S u b scrib e fo r T h e In d e p e n d e n t. matter. A eppy every week for 52 Barbara struck hard, throwing Martha a bright blue. The fins during certain Yes, I need an office boy. Are vou
truthful? Boy-Yes, sir, but I a'ln’t
MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor.
down on her knees.
EIGHT PAGES, 52 Nos., ONE DOLLAR weeks, $1.00.
seasons of the year acquire great bril truthful enough to hurt your business.
Here was Billy’s chance to say some- liancy.
—Chicago News.

Seizing the

“It’s Just Like This!"

GEO. F. CLAMER,
m

R . M . 'R O O T

‘Boarding Stable

W. H. GRISTOCK’S SOUS

- FURNITURE -

THE ENTERPRISE

i^t Marble is-

The Colleprille Furniture Store

R A M B 0 H O U S E , Furniture and Housefurn
ishing Goods in Stock.

THE BEST HARNESS

P atents

Undertaker «* Embalmer
John L. Bechtel,

Scientific American.

MUNN Co. «B,°*dway.NewYork

EDITORIAL COMMENTS
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T h e nomination of Judge William How
ard Taft, of Ohio, as the Republican candi
date for the Presidency, at Chicago, next
week, appears to he quite distinctly fore
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY.
shadowed. The November contest is thereCOLLEGEVILLE, MONTGOMERY CO. PA. :ore likely to be between T aft and Bryan.

The Independent.

E. S. Moser, Editor and Proprietor.
Thursday, Ju n e 11, 1908.

T h e Republic of Mexico has appropriated
$25,000,000 for pushing projects of ^irrigation
‘or arid lands. The past and successful un
dertaking-carried forward in Egypt in stor
ing and utilizing the waters of the Nile for
the reclamation of otherwise waste lands has
stimulated similar ventures in many parts of
ihe world. The drainage of wet lands, and
;he irrigation of dry lands must add vastly
to the arable areas of all the continents.

D u r in g the notably successful commence
ment period, just closed at Ursinus College,
the efforts of the new President of that insti
tution, Dr. Keigwin, were received with
much appreciation and enthusiasm. His brief
address to the graduates Wednesday morn
P r e s id e n t R o o se v e l t has confirmed
ing was especially to be commended. I t is
not too much to hope and to expect that the report that he is making definite plans to
Ursinus will move forward under the direc eave the United States in April next year for
Africa, where he will spend a year hunting
tion of its new President.
big game. The President is accustomed to
bunting
big game of various kinds among
S in c e January 1, 1908, the number of
arrivals of immigrants in New York harbor higher as well as lower animals, and his suc
was 153,027, against 583,835 in the corres cess in Africa will be assured in advance of
ponding months of 1907—a decline of 430,808. bis killing operations. Ju st how many dead
In the same period of five months of 1908 the elephants, tigers, and lions will be required
number of persons returning in the steerage to fully gratify his desire to slaughter is a
to Europe was 311,995, while the number in problem for the future. *
the same months of 1907 was 114,137—an in
Is it not true that there is a marked disposition on
crease of 197,878. This makes a great change
of 628,766 in the current of migration to and the part of a considerable portion of the present gen
fro across the Atlantic in the period of five eration to devote more attention to the enjoyments
than to some of the more important duties and obliga
months.
tions of life; than to the acquirement of useful knowl
T h o se who are so infatuated with P resi edge, and to the cultivation pf their reflective powers?
dent Roosevelt as to continue to advocate his Time and means are expended by those in moderate
nomination for a third term are not Mr. circumstances in aping the snobberies of the rich and
Roosevelt’s best friends, for they place a low rich and poor vie with each other in popularizing any
estimate on his sense of honor. Has he not nevy attraction that promises rounds of enjoyment and
in every possible and explicit way given his opportunities for spending money. The “ having of a
fellow countrymen to understand that he will good time” regardless of cost in money, time, or
not accept a third term ? But the hero wor health, is an infatuating craze that allures many per
shippers are not satisfied. They desire him sons from the more substantial and permanentconsiderto violate an obligation that be has imposed ations of human existence. The most artificial and
upon himself. They themselves must bean superficial views become the most popular because
unreliable and dangerous lot of noise-makers. they require but little thinking about, and because
verification requires investigation and analysis. No
To pity those who will persistently per sane enjoyment in moderation is to be denied or dis
sist in placing reason above credulity is at couraged. The human animal requires recreation and
least an indication of a form of charity and, amusement. But when the brain of the individual is
as such, deserves due appreciation. Time more engaged in contriving ways and means for simply
was when credulity and vanity conspired to having “a good time,” than in executing plans for
make bonfires of those who dared to dispute, self-improvement and enlightenment, unfavorable re
to ask questions, to doubt. Conditions have sults must inevitably ensue. * * * * Many of the
changed. I t has been found impossible to popular fads, superficialities, extravagances, and false
extinguish the torch of reason under waves views of life of the present generation as they affect all
of popular assumptions; to frighten doubters stratas of society are, to a greater extent than is per
into servile submission, or to hide verified haps generally supposed, the logical sequences
knowledge from a considerable part of the of the superficial and the shoddy in our much vaunted
multitude. Expressions of pity instead of the educational systems. Many young men and young
stake and rack, of anathemas and excommuni women are being trained out of rather than into lines
cations, evidence a cheering outlook for the of practical usefulness. Only certain kinds of labor or
future. Doubters, who recognize Reason as employment, such as do not necessitate the soiling of
their guide and Truth as their goal, will ac hands and garments, are esteemed as most inviting,
cept with thanks all the pity showered upon most to be sought after, the most respected. The
least labor of approved character for the greatest com
them from any quarter.
pensation, with plenty of time for enjoyments other
than
intellectual and moral is a popular craze for which
A c c o r d in g to Town and Country, the
educators
(secular and religious) and parents are in
Town Council of Pennsburg, after having
large
measure
responsible. That system of education
been twice ignored by the Perkiomen Rail
road Company in the matter of placing watch which fails .to reiterate and emphasize the importance
men at dangerous grade crossings in that of (1) accurate observation and rational reflection, of
borough, has decided that further action on (2) reasoning from natural cause to natural effect re
the part of Council would be useless. The gardless of claims based upon antiquated myths, of (3)
Perkiomen Railroad Company, therefore, has a knowledge of the real and natural relations existing
reason to look upon the Town Council of between individuals and the fulfillment of the obliga
Pennsburg as an aggregation of very easy tions large and small arising from thoSe relations, of
going public officials who would rather re (4) the sentiment or conviction that all forms of mus
pose at ease and take snubs without blinking cular and brain labor not at variance with ¡sound,
than exercise their rightful authority with rational, morality, are to be equally and alike esteemed
relation to a matter of grave public import as honorable and respectable, of (5) the great need for
ance. Town and Country is right in stating economy and thrift to hold in check extravagances that
that “the lack of decisive action in enforc lead to dishonesty, and of (6) the pressing significance
ing the laws constitutes the greatest peril of in practice of the Golden Rule, is woefully deficient in
theory, application and results. May the education of
the republic.”
the future make amends for past derelictions, crudities,
absurdities
and monstrosities; may it enforce pro
A p r o c e s s for preserving fresh eggs, as
discovered by an Australian chemist, is de found respect for the Truth as revealed by Reason and
scribed as follows: “Eggs, freed from the demonstrated by the very facts of human existence;
shells, are dried at the relatively low temper enthrone the ordinary duties and obligations—from
ature of 54.5 degrees centigrade (130 degrees which extraordinary duties and obligations flow—as
Fahrenheit). The operation can be rapidly the most inspiring of all incentives to human action
executed in containers kept at this tempera and achievement; enforce high regard and respect for
ture from which the air has been exhausted, the humble and faithful toiler in every field of honest
and from which likewise the aqueous vapor is effort, as well as for the more conspicuous actors in the
withdrawn as fast as given off by evaporation great drama of life; enforce even greater consideration
from the eggs. There is no resulting alter for the mother who, with the love that only a mother
ation in the chemical composition of the eggs. can reveal, nurtures, watches over and guides the son
If fresh, when dried they remain , fresh, and in tqnder years, than for the son who gains prominence
having been thoroughly desiccated and re in the marts of trade, or for the son who is heroized by
duced to powder by pulverization may be pre the multitude for his strategy and valor in leading his
served indefinitely in ordinary packages, if fellows to battle and to death; enforce considerate and
kept dry. When the powder is mixed with persistent regard for the doers of the religion of work
water all the flavor of the egg is restored un and duty in every sphere of honorable and honest en
impaired, and egg confections made therefrom deavor, and contempt for parasites of whatever de
are said to be altogether palatable and of scription that feast upon the life-blood of toilers with
out giving value approximately equal to value received.
easy digestion.”

DEFENCE OPENS

BRIDES

«8 GRADUATES8 »

We invite you to come in and out whenever you choose to look over the newest
Vigorously Attack State’s Argu Chiffonettes, Lawns, Dimities and Baptistes for your Gowns.
OUR LACES
«LO V ES
ments in Capitol Trial.
embrace French Val, German Val,
of from S to 16 button lengths.
Filet and Irish Point Insertion.
This year we have an enlarged offer
LAY BLAME ON ARCHITECT R IBBO N S
ing of artistic FANS, the choice of
of all desirable shades and widths.
the foreign markets.

OUR CORSETS

It Is Contended Lewis Had Authority
to Make Agreements For the State.
Prosecution Claims That Bills Were embrace the models suitable for all figures—models producing the new hipless effectsFalse.
and the long, graceful lines present fashion demands.
Harrisburg, Pa., June 10.—Both de H O SIER Y
A SU IT CASE
fence and prosecution addressed the
in Lisle; Cotton and Silk in all the
makes a nice gift. We have a special
jury in ’the capitol conspiracy trial.
tints and white.
department
for Trunks, TravelingThe defence made a vigorous attack
For gifts there is a beautiful assort
Bags, and Suit Cases.
upon the arguments of the common
ment of Brooch Pins, Hat Pins, Scarf
wealth, which indicated that every
Pins, Pendants, Veilpins, Jewel Boxes
point will be challenged and th at the
in our JEWELRY DEPARTMENT, IN LINEN -G IFTS
defence will rely largely upon the sin
which encircles hundreds of sugges
there are pretty Stand and Sideboard
cerity of the men Involved in the con
tions for acceptable gifts.
Covers, Plain, and in Japanese Drawn,
tract and its execution. This was es CUT GLASS
Work and Renascence Table Linen and
pecially emphasized when ex-Attorney
at the very lowest prices and of rich,
General W. U. Hensel, attorney for
Napkins to match in a variety of de
deep design. The kind we sold in big
Congressman H. Burd Cassell, the con
quantities at Christmas.
signs.
tractor, said th at if there was no doubt
SPECIAL.—
In
the
Dress
Goods
Department,
we have put 30 pretty patterns
as to the adoption of the agreement
upon a “square foot of workable in Scotch Ginghams a t 10 cents to close them out. They were 12 1-2 and 15 cents.
depth” the case falls.
There were continual clashes be
tween the lawyers, the defence aiming
to confine the commonwealth to the
smallest possible compass even in the
closing argument to the jury. Some of
these differences were pronounced and
so interrupted the argument that
Judge Kunkei Intervened and straight
I OI W
llllN !■
f
ened out the difficulties.
NilO IR IR II
IS T
, p ■
a .
Deputy Attorney General Cunning
ham’s speech was remarkable for its
grasp of the intricacies of the case, as
much so as the two-day speech he
Spring and Summer HATS
made in the first capitol trial in March.
He wove together the many strands
and directly charged that every man
AND CAPS.
mentioned in the Indictment was
NOBBY SPRING AND SUMMER CAPS, 25 and 50c.
guilty of conspiracy. The contractor
was charged with making false bills
and the architect with approving them,
3
while the others’ line of conduct was
such th at the charge could be inferred j
Agents for Hawes Celebrated Hats. All first-class stores
from the fact that they passed and j
sell
our hats. ASK FOR THEM.
paid hills which were fraudulent upon
th eir face and which they could have
verified had they referred ,to the con
tract on file in the capitol. The experts
for the defence were ridiculed, .and
38 S. Main Street« Norristown, Fa.
Mr. Cunningham claimed that even
had the right to charge by a Cubic
foot been allowed by law the defence
THIRST-CLASS
could not make its figures accord with
those in the bill, because there was nc
distinction made between heavy and
light construction, the failure to do
Is the foundation of success and suc from one-sixth h. p., upward. Gas or
gasoline engines of all makes repaired;
which cost the state hundreds of dol
cess makes for contentment. The saws filed, lawn mowers sharpened, bicy
lars In the Invoice in question.
cles and automobiles repaired; machinists*
Mr. Graham charged once during the
smallest measure of success is always tools and supplies, electric wire and bells
speech that Mr. Cunningham was try
furtiished and put in order. Work guaran
preferable to no success, and a small teed. Prices right. Address:
ing to make impressions by innuen
SAM’L J. GRIFFIN, General Machinist,
does, and a spirited controversy en
beginning
’Phone 521M.
R. D. 1, Phoenixville, Pa.
sued. Just before Mr. Cunningham
closed Mr. Graham objected to his use
HEN YOU WANT TO BU Y
of m atter he considered was not prop X3ST S A . V I I S T G S
O B SELL REAL ESTA TE
erly In evidence.
it is an easy matter to inquire of us and
Is one step in a safe direction.
Mr. Hensel contended th at Lewis
we will certainly be pleased to give your
was invested with authority to make
immediate attention. If we don’t
3 PER CENT, paid on Time De inquiry
agreements to bind the state, and that
succeed in doing business with you the
posits.
loss
is
ours,
not yours.
his testimony, which hhd not been at
tacked or refuted, must be considered.
BROWN,
CLOUD & JOHNSON,
2 PER CENT, on Active Accounts
He said th at the architect was forced
39 E. Main Street,
at the
to devise a method of measurement
Norristown, Pa.
so that the bills could be handled, and
the result was a standard, mutually
agreed upon, which was favorable to
the state. Its application, he asserted,
was honest In spite of the allegations
Patronage solicited and appreciated.
of the commonwealth and the so-called
OR
Courteous treatment to all and
“suspicious circumstanced” which were
“magnified” by the prosecution.
painstaking care in giving patrons
HUNG SUSPENDED BY CHEEK
the best service.

J S r e n d l i n g e r ’s-.

Soft and Stiff Hats, Latest Styles, t0$ ?oo

Tracey, : the Hatter,

THRIFT

Gas or Gasoline Engines

W

C o lle p ie National Bank. Principal

Interest.

Terrifying Experience of a Camden
Youngster May Cost Him An Eye.
Camden, N. J., June 10. — Hooked
through the right cheek and Jhe up
per eyelid of the right eye, William
Brown, aged five years, an Inmate of
the W est Jersey Orphanage, was sus
pended for five minutes by three
prongs of barbed wire from the top of
a six-foot fence on the Mechanic street
side of the home.
While the smaller children were
playing in the yard, the matron, Mrs
W. D. Durisoe, was attracted by the
screams of some of the older children
and saw the little fellow impaled on
the fence.
Under the advice of the matron the
little hoy manfully endured the ter
rible suffering while two of the em
ployes held his body up and W. D.
Durisoe, husband of the matron, with
a pair of tinsm ith’s shears cut out a
section of the barbed wire, thus free
ing the little fellow. He was taken to
the Cooper hospital.
Banker a Horse Thief.
Indianapolis, Ind., June 10.—Plead
ing guilty to horse stealing, Robert H.
Green, of Waynetown, vice president
of the Farm ers’ and Merchants’ bank,
of that place, a trustee of the local
Methodist church and a large property
owner, was sentenced to from one to
fourteen years In the state peniten
tiary. He was disfranchised for one
year and was fined $10. A number of
stolen animals were found in Green’s
possession when he was arrested here
under an assumed name.

Automobile Painting
and Repairing
Automobiles

Anxiety to obtain large interest
should never be allowed, to interfere
with the ultimate safety of your
principal.
Great fortunes, almost without ex
ception are the slow growth of safe
investments.
You can be SURE of absolute
safety, if you deposit your funds with
us, and 3 per cent, for every day we
have your money.

TO HIRE.

HENRY YOST, JR.,

Collegeville, Pa.

Penn Trnst Co.
T h e C om pany th a t p a y s 3 p e r

It Just
Suits
The Bride

c e n t. In te r e st Tor ev e r y d a y
tb e m on ey is on d e p o s it,
NORRISTOW N, FA .

’.s Bakery,

C o lle g e v ille , F a .
to receive a wedding gift from our
store, because if she knows of us at all
First - Class Bread,
she realizes that actual merit goes
with the gift.
Cakes, Pies,
Our showing of useful silverware
Candies, Etc.
and out glass for wedding gifts is bet
ter than ever for your selection.
ICE CREAM—ALL FLAVORS. I am
Every day sees something unique thankful to the public for patronage re
added to the stock.
ceived aid hope to merit a continuance of
the same.
CHARLES K U H N T .

J. D. SALLADE,

5000 Tax Dodgers Discovered.
JEWELER,
Pittsburg, June 10.—-Over 5000 per
sons who are alleged to have been
16* E. Main Street,
dodging their personal property, tax
have been discovered and assessed by
the board of tax assessment and re
vision. As a result the valuation of
personal property In Allegheny county J1 U L L STOCK. OF
subject to a tax of four mills on the
dollar is $181,000,000. This exceeds the
returnrfor 1907 by about $1,000,000.
Latest styles, lowest prices. Ladies’ No
Hall Storm in Cumberland-Valley.
tions are being closed out at greatfy re
Harrisburg, Pa., June 10.—A severe duced prices.
hail storm swept over the Cumberland
valley, reaching this city. Much dam M rs. Frances B a rre tt’s,
Ma in St ., N eab Station ,
'
age was done to fruit trees and grow
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
ing grain.
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SOP FOR THE ALLIES

ers to the tariff than to any other sun
President Thrown From Horse.
Ject. There will be an unequivoca,
President Roosevelt had an exceed
declaration for revision, but the dis ugly narrow escape from a serious
position is to leave the working out ol accident while out horseback riding
-FORdetails to the ingAfauity of congres
In Rock Creek park, near Washington.
Republican Committee Seats Both The declaration will take the shape ol Mrs. Roosevelt was with the president,
a pledge to so equalize the duties as tc
Philadelphia’s
The president was riding a new Legal Airing of
Louisiana Delegations.
give the consumer the benefit of th« horse, a young animal. The party rode
Municipal Scandal.
most favorable prices consistent with down through a cut in a bank, forded
the protection of domestic Industries a creen, and were ascending the bank
THE RACE FOR SECOND PLACE and home labor. It will be emphatically
on the other side. The president’s
CHARGE
stated th at there must be no innova horse reared, the president leaned for KAUFMANN DENIES
You may have your pick here of the finest and the best fitting Suits iohn Hays Hammond Opens Head tion that will permit American labor tc ward in the saddle, and threw the reins
come Into competition with foreign
in loops, so as to avoid pulling
that was ever shown in this town. We have the Celebrated Clothing of I quarters and Booms of Other Aspir labor, and accordingly it will be sped down
the horse backward. Again, on reach President Thrown From Horse Into
Hart, Shoffner & Marx of Chicago, A. B. Kirschbaum and Snellenburgs of | ants Are Launched—Strong Feeling fled that in all cases the duty must lng the top of- the bank, the horse
Creek—Girl Attacked By a Negro.
be equal to the difference between th reared a second time, and the presi
For Eastern Man.
Six Killed By Explosion On W ar
Philadelphia,
American and the European cost ol dent leaned forward again, but the
Chicago, June 10. — After working production, including a reasonable animal stood up straight on its hind
ship—“Devil Chaser” Is Insane.
And Stand Pat the Best Clothing for the Least for four days, and with five additional profit to the American producer.
legs and then went over backward in
After one of the most remarkable
days yet to come before the meeting
Next to the tariff the financial plank to the creek, with the president. Feel
Money.
of the convention, the Republican na has received most careful attention ing that he was going backward, the police court hearings In recent years.
tional committee decided two-flfths of Congress and the administration wil president slipped from the saddle, and, State Senator James P. McNichol, the
FOR YOUNG MEN, BOYS and CHILDREN we have the famous its contests.
be congratulated upon the passage o as luck would have it, fell into the organization boss of Philadelphia, was
The committee Tuesday decided six
Aldrich-Vreeland bill as in the in creek close beside the horse, which held on his own recognizance for trial
brand of Jane Hopkins of New York. Never rip and never wear out.
teen contests affecting thirty-six dele terest of sound finance and as calcu landed on its back. The horse fell on the charge of criminal libel, pre
gates. Of these twenty-seven are Taft lated to protect the business world on the down stream side of the presi ferred by Max Kaufmann, secretary to
men, and the remaining nine, all of against possible panics in the neai dent, who, realizing that he would be Mayor Reybum, whom McNichol ac
whom are “Black and Tans” from future, and at the same time provide in tlanger from the animal’s feet cused of obtaining $10,000 from him
t terna
Louisiana, have tentatively agreed that for the permanent improvement of oui should the horse turn towards him, under false pretenses.
Max Kaufmann was the first witness
w n n n T n r n n T m T _ . i theV will cast their votes for Taft. currency system through the recom got out of the way as rapidly as pos
at the hearing. He was on the
6 6 and 68 E. Main St.
NORRISTOWN, PA. I There is, however, no binding agree mendations which It is anticipated will sible. The horse, however, turned called
ment to that effect.
be made ny the commission appointed over from the president and got up. stand for more than an hour and he
told of alleged interviews he had with
The contests decided compromised under the ne^v law.
He was captured at once, the presi
HEADQUARTERS FOR
the delegates at large in Louisiana and
The administration will be' also em dent remounted, and rode for an hour McNichol concerning the $10,000 which
Mississippi, seven districts in Louis- phatically complimented upon the pas and a half before returning to the McNichol says he gave Kaufmann to
sage during the fifty-ninth congress o White House. The fall from the give to D. Clarence Gibboney, secre
tary of the Law and Order society, to
the railroad rate law.
horse’s back to the stream bed was a
The convention will place itself or distance of more than ten fe e t The show up Mayor Weaver’s reform ad
record as favorable to such an amend stream was about two feet deep, with ministration. Kaufmann declared taat
ment
of the Sherman anti-trust law as an exceedingly rock bed. Neither the he never received any money ffem
WE HAVE THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF THE BEST GRADES OF
will enable the railroads to enter inti president nor the horse received the McNichol and characterized the sen
ator’s statem ent as a malicious libel.
WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE FURNISHING GOOD8 FOR
reasonable traffic agreements withou slightest injury.
The apparently insignificant ques
taking the risk of prosecution in thMEN AND BOYS TO BE FOUND IN NORRISTOWN.
------- .
tion by Mr. Gordon “Did you ever see
criminal courts.
Six Killed On the Tennessee.
Uaderwear, Hosiery, Neckwear, Neglige Shirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything
Mr. McNichol at your office during th*
Cognizance will be taken of the de
A terrible accident took place on
you are looking for, and all at the right prices. Any one of our thousand UMBRELLAS
mands of labor to the extent of recom the United States cruiser Tennessee year 1905?” brought out some of the
mending such legislation as will in while the ship was steaming at nine most interesting testimony of the day.
will keep you dry in a rainstorm. COME AND INSPECT OUR STOCK.
Mr. Gibboney declared that Senator
sure labor organizations sigainst sna
teen knots on a speed trial off Point
)c.
judgment by the courts in the issuance Hfaenene, Cal., when a steam pipe in McNichol had visited him at the of
of injunctions without due notice o the starboard engine room burst un fices of the Law and Order society in
1905.
00
necessary hearing. A recommendatio
der 235 pounds pressure, killing four
‘W hat did he say about Mayor
182 W EST MAIN ST R E E T ,
LOO
for the removal of the triple penalt
men and injuring ten others, all the Weaver?”
in
conspiracy
prosecutions,
when
sue
stores
men in the compartment at the time.
‘He seem ed«to feel badly at the
NORRISTOWN, P A
fO-W.
prosecutions sire directed against labo
The explosion, the cause of which is man he helped to make. He said the
organizations, is probable.
unknown, occurred only a few minutes
Among other recommendations tha after Admiral Uriel Sebree, Captain organization took Weaver from the
OR SALE.
gutter and made a man of him. He
Lasting.
F 8 acre farm, $1000; 55 acres along
will be made will be the following
F. B. Howard and Chief Engineer Rob explained further by means of crooks
pike and trolley, $5000; SO acres, $3100; 3
"Your suggestion,” said a depositor
For
the
admission
at
the
next
sessio
i
ertson had left the engine room on a
acres, first-class residence, easy terms,
of congress of Arizona and New Mex tour of inspection. The dead are: and gamblers turned loose at the time
$3000; 9 acres, $1500; 40 acres, $4500; 91 to the bank receiver, “offers very cold
of the election, and he added that
acres, 3 houses, large barn, $3300; 80 acres, comfort. It is a bachelor’,s comfort—
ico as separate states of the Union
George Wood, Scranton, Pa.; E. C John Weaver knew all about it. ‘If
$5600; 54 acres, $3500; 38 acres, elegant 14- that is to say, no comfort a t all.
for the protection of American citizen
Boggs, Woodlawn, Ala.; A. Rhein hold
room mansion, bath, hot and cold water,
“ ‘What,’ said a bachelor to a Bene
abroad; for the fostering of our com machinist’s mate, Germany; George there ever was an ingrate,’ McNichol
heat, fine situation, $7500.
said, ‘Weaver is the man.’
dict, ‘only married a year and already
merce
in
the
Orient;
for
the
open
dor
THOS. B. WILSON,
W. Meek, fireman, Skidmore, Kan.;
“He said further that himself, Dur
so blue?’
FRANKLIN MURPHY
in
China;
for
the
exclusion
of
cooli
8-15.
EagleviUe, Pa.
S. Stematis, Norfolk, Va., and F.
ham and the Vares and others had
“ ‘Ah, but,’ groaned the Benedict ‘I Former Governor of New Jersey, a labor, whether Chinese or Japanese
m
Maxfield,
Toughkenamon,
Chester presented Weaver with a carriage and
Vice Presidential Possibility,
never imagined that a wife would
strong commendation of the presen county. Pa.
Fas or
horses, pony and harness, a library
prove
so
expensive.’
civil
service
policy;
endorsement
c
iana,
six
districts
in
Mississippi
and
jaired;
I N V E S T M E N T S ! “The bachelor patted the blue mar
There was no wreckage, but the ex
bicyone in Missouri. The Louisiana con the plan to grant a subsidy in the in plosion was described by the surviv and other things which had been dons
for Weaver; then he berated the man
linists* 1
ried man on the back in a consolatory test, which was the most important of terest of the ocean mails to Sout;
ors as frightful. So great was the for having done things against him.”
a bells
the day, resulted in a split delegation, America and Austral-Asia, and for tb
A FIRST-CLASS SEVEN PER CENT. way.
uaranblast of soot and steam that every
Gibboney then started to tell what
“ ‘Yes,’ he said, ‘a wife is an expen
PREFERRED STOCK with a guarantee sive article, that is true. But then the committee deciding on a division encouragement of American shippin
man in the room was blackened from McNichol had said about Mayor Ashhinist.
of twenty to thirty to seat both the generally.
head to foot, while those closest to the bridge. He said: “Senator McNichol
of Common Stock making a 10 Per Cent. you must remember that she lasts a “Lily White,” or Taft delegation, and
le, Pa.
break were cooked aliva, The dead said, “Every man in the city hall has
very
long
time.’
”
Investment. First-class in every respect.
the “Black and Tans,” .with half a
STEEL PRICES CUT
and injured were blackened almost be to be dealt with. It is a strange thing
vote for each. This agreement was not
BUT
| Call or write.
yond recognition.
that there were so many who were
FATB
reached until after repeated confer Manufacturers Agree Upon a Genera
One
Cure.
ungrateful and left me, but I had a
is and
Reduction.
GOTWALS & BEYER,
“I believe I’ll rock the b o at” de ences and much anxious telegraphing
Eight Killed In Trolley Crash.
good example in Ashbridge. I gave hjm
e your
and
telephoning
between
Chicago
and
New
York,
June
10.—Announceme,
clared the man in the stern.
In a head-on collision between twe $50,000 at one time and $80,000 at an
ì don’t
155 E. Main St.
NORRISTOWN, PA.
au the
“Don’t do it,” advised his companion. Washington. The decision finally was made by Judge Elbert H. G ar
special cars of the Washington, Bal other. When we took hold of Weaver,
reached
by
the
committee
was
carried
chairman of the United States Stce timore & Annapolis Electric Rail who was a churchman and a Sunday
“It might discharge this unloaded pis
>N,
tol I have in my Jeans.”—Louisville out with the full consent and approval Corporation, that a general reduction road company, near Annapolis, Md. school teacher, we expected him to
of both Secretary Taft and President in the prices of finished steel product; eight persons were killed outright and
Courier-Journal.
stay with us, but he turned against
Roosevelt.
had been agreed upon by represents a score of others were seriously in us.’ ”
m, Pa.
FOR
The
opening
of
headquarters
foi
tivps of the large steel Interests aits
jured, some of them perhaps fatally.
Happiness is in doing right from
McNichol had warrants issued foi
John Hays Hammond, of Massachu an all-day conference. The reductioi The collision was due to a confusion
Kaufmann and Gibboney on criminal
right motives.—Margaret of Navarre.
setts, brought the vice presidential affects billets, steel bars, plates, struv of orders, as the line has been run charges. Kaufmann is charged with
n r mT'ouat:
situation to the front. He was the tural iron, merchant pipe and win ning several extra cars each way in perjury and Gibboney with libel.
“Brudder Jones, if you didn’t smoke first to show his candidacy in a defl nails.
connection with the commencement
Immediately after the hearing Mayor
you might own a brick house like what nite form, but coincident with his ac
The statem ent was as follows:
—GO TO—
festivities at the naval academy.
Reybum sent a letter to Kaufmann, in
I does.”
tivity came the movement in behalf
“The representatives of the leadir .
The dead are: J. W. McDaniel which he ordered him to turn his keys
“Look here, man. don’t you come of Governor Curtis Guild, of Mass steel
manufacturing companies hav
George White, Richard Norton, A. H into the office and notified him that
pesterin’ wit’ me like dat. You didn’t achusetts, who will be strongely urged
Odd Fellows’ Hall
Schultz, all of Baltimore; Police Pa he was discharged from the position ol
git dat brick bouse, by not smokin’. when the full force of the delegation been in session during the day. It i
trolman Shriber, employed by the secretary.
You got it by borrowin’ mah newspa from his state arrives late in the understood that the price of iron or
Grocery.
has been or will soon be reduced t
railway company at Academy Junc
per to read an’ mah clothes to wear week.
nterest
50 cents per ton base.
tion; Mrs. George W. Green, of Wash
an’ mah vitties to eat. You may be
itariere
George F. Payne Dead.
The New York candidates, tentative
“Each one of the steel manufactu- Ington; Zach O’Neal, of New York
a fly financier, but dat don’t gib you and otherwise, are numerous. They
t your
George F. Payne, of the firm oi
ers
expressed
the
opinion
that
ther
the
motorman
of
one
of
the
wrecked
Try O ar C offees,
no license to set up ter a human copy are George B. Cortelyou, secretary of should be a readjustment in the price;
George F. Payne & Co., builders of the
cars; Ruth Slaughter, six years old
book!”—S t Louis Republic.
the treasury, and Representatives of their respective commodities, a; daughter of General Traffic Managei new state capitol at Harrisburg, and a
C anned O ood s,
out exdefendant in the capitol conspiracy
James S. Sherman and J. Sloat Fas- follows: Billets, from $28 per ton tc William E. Slaughter, of the road.
of safe
D ried F ra tta
case, died at his home in Philadelphia,
sett. The east also has brought for $26; sheet bars, from $29 per ton t
THE CHARM OF ISLANDS.
aged fifty-five years. Death was caus
ward another possibility in the person $27; plates, from $1.70 per 100 poun
a n d C o n fectio n ery .
Girl Attacked By Negro.
bsolute
ed
by a complication of diseases.
of
Franklin
Murphy,
former
governor
to
$1.60
per
100
pounds;
merch
n
What Is Missed by Those Who Live
Miss Nellie Higginbotham, of North
äs with i
Mr.
Payne, who was one of the best
of
New
Jersey,
and
national
commit
pipe, a reduction of two points, or $■< Woodbury, N. J., was attacked and bru
Far From the Sea.
lay we
per ton; wire nails, from $2.05 per 10 tally beaten by a negro while return known contractors and builders in this
No men of the world are so to be teeman of that state.
city, was under indictment, togethet
From the west J. P. Dolliver, of pounds to $1.95 per 100 pounds.
pitied, I think, as those who dwell far
ing to her home from Philadelphia with his business partner Charles „G.
Iowa,
United
States
senator
from
that
“Sheet
and
plates
were
reduced
e
a
rl.
from the sea. They shall never know
The young woman, who is twenty-foui Wetter, on a charge of conspiracy in
but a piece of Ufe. A plain, to be sure, state, was most prominently mention in the year; therefore no changes were years of age, had alighted from a trol connection with the capitol painting
ed.
Senator
J.
C.
Burrows,
of
Mich
COLLEGE V ILLE, PA .
considered in the prices of these pro ley car, and was walking along Shiv
is very well. It responds delicately
and decorating contracts.
enough to the humor of the seasons, igan, who is to be temporary chairman ducts.
er’s lane when she was attacked by s
George F. Payne & Co., were the
Daily and Sunday Papers.
of
the
convention,
and
Lieutenant
“It
is
hoped
these
changes
will
nr-i
»hanging from green to gold, from
negro. Miss Higginbotham screamed, general contractors for the capitol
Governor
Sherman,
of
Illinois,
also
necessitate a general or radical read
gold to dun, from dun to white. It
supporters among the politic justment of wages, which it is desirous and a tollgate keeper named Valentine under the public building commission,
has, too, its moods, its laughters, its found
came to her rescue. The negro, tc and so far as the actual coristruction
ians.
to avoid.”
melancholies, its rushings of the wind,
stop her cries, beat the young woman of the building is concerned there was
j H E O . A. WEN K ICK ,
There
was
a
strong
general
feeling,
its illimltability of the dark. A hill,
over the head with a blackjack, crush no complaint against Payne & Co. The
BARKS AT $5 PER
though, is better—th at is, a hill that however, that an eastern man should
— D EA LER IN —
ing her skull. He fled, and a posse structure cost $4,500,000 but the cost
be
given
the
second
place
on
the
looks across a plain, never one that is ticket.
was organized and started in pursuit. of the furnishings, fittings and decora
An Ordinance at Montclair to Squelcr The blackjack with which he had tions ran the total up to about $13,Stoves, Ranges, huddled among its fellows, for there
one is caught like a beetle in a cup.
the Dog.
beaten Miss Higginbotham was found 000,000. The allegations are that the
THE PLATFORM
Montclair, N. J., June 10.—“An ordi on the path where the young woman state was robbed in connection with
A hill gives one a sense of freedom
Hot Air Furnaces,
and a perspective upon the world. It Declaration of Principles of Republican nance to control barking dogs an 1 was picked up unconscious. The entire the awarding of these furnishing and
COLLEGE V IL LE, P A .
is something to look down on the par
dogs running at large,” was introduce,-: community is aroused by the outrage decorating contracts and by the ex
Party Practically Completed.
quetry of field and town and wood and
That the platform to be adopted at by Councilman Charles R. Hartshorne
cessive amounts charged.
F * b H oofing a n d S p o u tin g D on e stream, to keep vigil upon the drama the Chicago convention and on which a Jersey City lawyer, and he told th:
Engineer Fell From Fast Train.
woven Invisibly below one’s eyes. And the Republican party will stand during members of the council that he hoped
While his locomotive was running
wltfe B e s t q u a lit y M a teria l.
It has moments—a hill; certain nights the next campaign, has been complet they would pass it. The ordinance pre- at the rate of fo*?ty miles an hour,
“Devil Chaser” Is Insane,
of stars, certain bursts of storm, cer ed with the exception of a few details, vides that every time a dog barks, oi E. Starling, the engineer of a pas
The commission appointed to exam
Etc.
■ Roofg Repaired and Repainted. Stove tain iridescent afternoons, when the which will be left for the committee howls, in Montclair, after six p. m., th: senger train on the Chicago, Burling ine Robert Bachman, the religious fa
Bastings and Fire Bricks Supplied. Jobbing whole tragedy of autumn is unrolled on resolutions to insert, is the opinion owner shall pay $5 for the first barl:
ton & Quincy railway, fell from his natic who murdered his little niece
I am Sromptly attended to.
44
at one’s feet
of many who are in the confidence of and $10.for each bark thereafter. I cab several miles south of Hentons, la. during an orgie at Nazareth, performed
tage re
But above all else in the world give the Republican leaders. The work has Montclair dogs are allowed by the! It was not until the train ran by Hen- the duty in the county jail at Easton,
lance of I
me an island! There is your true mi been done by Hon. Wade Ellis, attor owners to bite or attack any one oil tons without whistling that Fireman Pa., and filed a report to the effect
crocosmos! There you hold In your ney general of Ohio, the draftsman of the public streets, the ordinance spec: Jackson missed the engineer. The that the prisoner’s mind is unbalanced,
hand, as it were, the essence and epit the Ohio state platform; Senator Hop fies that the owner shall be fined $5 train was run back and the engineer and recommended that he be removed
1S T .
ome of the universe. Your own earth kins, who will be chairman of the com for the first bite or attempted bite and was found unconscious by the track. to an asylum.
spreads under your fe e t Your own mittee on resolutions; Senator Long, $10 for each subsequent bite. Dog He will probably recover.
sky hangs over your head. Your own of Kansas, and a few others, including owners treat the subject lightly.
Young Girl Bold Burglar.
ogn
sea encircles you. Your own portion the president and Secretary Taft, who
Mitchell Boomed By Miners’ Locals.
Maggie
Knowlton, twelve years old,
of life is meted out to you day by day, have been freely consulted.
Smuggled Gowns Sold In Jersey Capitol
A large number of locals of the Unit of Rivington, admitted before Judge
-AND—
The policies of President Roosevelt
distinct from th at of other men. For
Trenton, N. J., June 10.—Thomas J ed Mine Workers in the anthracite coal Horner at Mount Holly, N. J., that
not the least charm of an island is its will be endorsed unequivocally, arid Alcott, United States marshal, soil regions have indorsed John Mitchell she had committed a number of burg
privacy. An isle t of course, I mean— this endorsement will be the central the smuggled goods of Josephine A for the Democratic nomination for vice laries, and seemed rather prerud of her
one from which you may catch the idea of the document. These ^policies Byrne, of New York, using the assem president. The indorsements have career. She was committed to the
ion for J
!book, <
glint of w ater on every side. Other will be set forth as the embodiment bly chamber of the state house for the been sent to leading Democrats to for State Home for Girls, where she will
■write (
wise your island is no better than a of the principles of the Republican purpose, the United States custom ward to Denver. Arrangements are be have to remain until she becomes of
to
pasture. Whether you be a hermit or party, whose achievements will be house here being torn apart in re ing made for a marching club of an age.
whether you have a book of verses lauded as at all times wise and benefi building. Business in the state hous thracite miners to go to Denver and
underneath the bough—and the requi cent; as ever in the interest of all the was at a standstill while the marsh:! shout and work for Mitchell.
Killed By Practical Joke.
site concomitants — or whatever be people. These principles, it will bn de exhibited the pretty Paris creation.?,
A victim of practical jokers, Morris
your personal circumstances, you are clared, are quite in contrast with the and even Governor Fort could not re
Elephant
Potinds
Horse
to
Death.
fflce«
Gaseberg, twenty-two years of age,
yet divided from a hostile or indiffer policies of the Democratic party, which, sist the temptation to go to the cha.:
Seizing a horse with its trunk, an
ent world. You are at liberty to feel as embodied In the public utterances her where all of the stenographers o enraged elephant dashed the animal died at a hospital at Pittsburg. Ha
[ POTTSTOWN, PENN’A.
and to test your own personality. You of its leaders, it will be said, promise the building, as well as Trenton societ against the ground until it had pound had been employed at the Duquesne
Steel works, and on May 30, it is al
are not overborne by the rush of hu nothing good th at can be assured of of fair ones, were gathered admirlc
ed the horse s life out. Showmen were leged, fellow workmen inflated his
V e s i g n s a n d E s tim a te s F a m  manity which is the burden of terra accomplishment.
the fashions. The gpvernment realiz
loading the animals on a train at New
Specifically speaking, more attention $652.20 froin the sale, almost the du- Albany, Ina., when the horse kicked body by compressed air, causing peri
firma.—Scribner’s Magazine.
is h e d F r e e o f C harge.
tonitis. An investigation It being conhas been given by the platform-mak charges.
the elenhant.
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G ard en
CONVENIENT HENCOOPS.

/
/

It Is Economy to Build Them Neatly
and of Good Material.
As poultry houses on farms have
to be repaired often as a general rule,
would it not be better to build more
substantial ones at first and save the
trouble and expense of continually im
proving them? Let us consider this
matter. The carpenter usually thinks
that any kind of wood will do for a
henhouse, and in that he is much mis
taken. Only the well seasoned wood
should be used, for when the damp
days arrive, the house having no heat
in it, the boards will shrink and ex
pand until they are out of shape more
or less, and then there are cracks to
contend with. Use the best wood in
the first place.
Another point worth considering is
th at of planing the boards that are to

COOP WITH SLIDING DOOR.

be used on the Inside of the house. It
will take very little more time, and
they are then easily cleaned and do
n6t harbor dust as much as if they
were rough. If they are smooth they
can be easily whitewashed or painted.
The main point to consider in build
ing a henhouse is that of removable
roosts, nests and even the floor boards
if there is to be a board floor. Make
all these appliances of smooth board or
wood, and when they are dirty or the
farmer wishes to clean his poultry
house they can be taken out into the
yard and sprayed, washed or even
burned over with a torch. Consider
all these things now, and in the end
they will be much more economical.
The first sketch shows a convenient
way to make a coop for the poultry
yard, of which a special feature is its
door. Procure a box of the right di
mensions and saw a bole, d, in one
end. Then strengthen the box with
narrow strips of wood, b c, on each
side of the hole b c. This acts as a
groove for the door a to slide in.
Thus you have a sliding door, which
opens and shuts with the greatest ease.
The front, of the coop is Inclosed with
lath or narrow strips, placed two and a
half to three inches a p a rt The top
should be covered with a good grade of
roofing paper to make it waterproof.
A coop of this sort should be two to
two and a half feet long, sixteen inches
deep and not less than twenty inches
high, while two feet would be better.
The simplest coop is the common A
shaped coop. It is quickly and easily
made. This coop may be constructed
either with or without a floor. A floor
is desirable, except during wafm
weather and where the soil drains
quickly.
The box coop shown in the second
sketch in some respects is preferable
to the A shaped coop, for in the latter'
the hen can stand upright only near
the middle of the coop, while with the
box coop the entire floor space is avail
able for her and the chickens. The
box coop is also more easily cleaned.
If desired a small covered run can
be made for each coop. This Is espe
cially desirable if there is danger of
losses from cats, hawks, etc.
Fresh air is essential for the health
of the fowls. A successful poultry
raiser says:
“One of my poultry bouses is lathed
and plastered, while another is single
-i

A BOX COOP.

boarded with paper lining on two sides.
It has four half windows on south side
an d , a frame fitted over each window
with cloth stretched and tacked on.
In this house I have been getting the
most eggs and no frozen combs, al
though the drinking water freezes.
The plastered house drew dampness
until I had an old screen door hung
and tacked cotton cloth over it. , Soon
after the hens began to lay.”
Alfalfa For Horses.
Caution should be used in feeding al
falfa to horses, particularly if they
have not been accustomed to .it Like
other concentrated feeds, it seems to
stimulate all the physical processes to
such an extent that various disorders
of the digestive system may appear.
This is particularly noticeable in the
urinary and perspiratory glands.—J. D.
Graham.
Not Suitable For Alfalfa.
Any field likely to be under water or
the soil saturated with water at any
time for more than thirty-six'hours at
a time is quite unsuitable for alfalfa.
Any field with a hard pan subsoil with
in two feet of the surface will prove
unsatisfactory for alfalfa.
Last year France sent to this country
$19,886 worth of alfalfa seed. The
price charged American buyers is
about 10 cents a pound for the French
seed.
The garden is no place for trees.

OTICE TO TAXPAYERS.
C ounty T a x es.

I d pursuance to an act of Assembly approved
March 17, 1868, and supplementary acts
thereto, the Treasurer of Montgomery County
will meet the Taxpayers of said County at the
following named places and time for the purose of receiving the County, State and Dog
'axes for the year 1908, assessed in their respective districts, viz:
Norristown Borough. First, Second, Third,
Fourth, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh, Eighth, Ninth,
Tenth and Eleventh Wards, at the County
Treasurer’s Office, Monday, June 1, from 8 a.
in. to 12 m.
Bridgeport Borough, First, Second and Third
Wards, and Norriton township, at County
Treasurer’s Office, Monday, Ju n e l, from 8 a.m.
to 12 m.
Upper Merion township, at the public house
of Fred. W. Focht, King of Prussia, Monday,
June 1, from 9 to 10 o’clock a. m.
Whitemarsh township, Middle and West Dis
tricts, at the public house of Frank Lukens,
Barren Hill, Monday, June 1, from 12.30 to 2
p. m.
Plymouth township, East and West Districts,
at tne public house of Jos. M. Green, Hickory
town, Monday, June 1, from 2 30 to 3.30 p. m.
West Conshohocken Borough, at the public
house of James L. Bradley, Tuesday, June 2,
from 9.15 to 11.45 a. m.
Conshohocken Borough, First Ward, at the
public house of O. Boylan, Montgomery Hotel,
Tuesday, June 2, from 12.30 to 2.15 p m.
Conshohocken Borough, Second Ward, at the
ublic house of Mayall May, St. Clair Hotel,
'uesday, June 2, from 2.30 to 4 p. m.
Conshohocken Borough, Fourth Ward, at the
public house of Wm. E. Toner, Seventh Avenue
Hotel, Wednesday, June 3, from 8 to 10 a. m.
Conshohocken Borough, Fifth Ward, at the
store of Margaret Jones, Eighth Avenue aDd
Hallo well street, Wednesday, June 3, from 10.30
a. m. to 12.30 p. m.
Conshohocken Borough, Third Ward, at the
public house of Daniel F Coyle, Ward House
Hotel, Wednesday, Juue 3, from 1.30 to 3 p. m.
Lower Providence township, at the public
house of Harry E. Snyder, Eagleville, Thurs
day, J une 4, from 8.30 to 9.30 a. m.
Collegeville Borough, a t the Fire Hall, Collegeville, Thursday, June 4, from 10 to 11.30
a. m.
Trappe Borough and Upper Providence township
lip (Trappe and Mingo Districts), at the pub
lic noase
house of Jacob H. Kern,
Ke
Trappe, Thursday,
J une 4, from 1 to 3 p. m.
Whltpain township, at the public house of
Christian W. 1111, Centre Square, Friday, June
5, from 9 to 10.80 a. m.
Worcester township, at the public house of
Sylvester L. Bean, Centre Point, Friday, June
5, from 11 to 2 p. m.
Perkiomen township, at the
he public
pu
house of
George Dunn, Gratersford,, Moi
Monday, June 8,
from 8.30 to 10 a. m
Schwenksville Borough, at the public home
of John U. Hendricks, Monday, June 8, from
10.30 to 12 m.
Frederick township, East District, at the pub
lic house of Samuel H. Hughes, Zieglersville,
Monday, June 8, from 2 to 3.30 p. m.
Royersford Borough, Second and Fourth
Wards, at the public house of Morris A. Freed,
Tuesday, June 9, from 8.30 to 11 a. m.
Royersford Borough, First and Third Wards,
at the public house of Abner F. Cleaver, Tues
day, J une 9, from 12.30 to 2 80 p. m.
Limerick township, First and Second Dis
tricts, a t the public house of M. S. Longaker,
Limerick Centre, Wednesday, June 10, from
10.30 a. m. to 1.30 p. m.
Limerick township, Third District, at the pub
lic ho use of A. Mauck, Linfield, Wednesday,
J une 10, from 3 to 4.45 p. m.
Cheltenham township, Upper, East and
Lower East Districts, at the public house of
Alfred Tyson, Ogontz, Thursday, J une 11, from
9 a. m. to 2 p. m.
Rockledge and Abington township, Lower
and Fourth Districts, at the office of Harry
Goebel, Kockledge, Thursday, Juue 11, from 3
to 5 p. m.
<
Jenkintown Borough, First, Second and
Third Wards, at the public house of John Blum,
Friday, J une 12, from 7 a. m. to 2 p. m.
Springfield township, at the public house of
Edward McCloskey, Flourtown, Monday, June
15, from 9 a .m . to 12 m.
Whitemarsh ¿bwnship, East District, a t the
public house of Wm. F. Green, Fort Side Inn,
Monday, June 15, from 1 to 2.30 p. m.
Upper Dublia township, at the public house
of Irvin F. Rotzell, Jarrettown, Monday, June
15, from 3 to 4.30 p. m.
Ambler Borough, a t the public house of Irvin
H. Blackburn, Ambler Hotel, Tuesday, June 16,
from 7 to 9.30 a. m.
Gwynedd' township, Lower, at the public
house of Carl K. Kuebier, Spring House, Tues
day, June 16, from 10 a. m. to 12m.
Gwynedd township, Upper, at the public
house of Arnold Becker, Knee41er’s, Tuesday,
J une 16, from 1.30 to 3 p. m.
North Wales Borough, a t ohe public house of
William H. Blank, Main Street Hotel, Wednes
day, J une 17, from 7 to 12 m .
Narberth Borough, at the Fire House, Narberth, Thursday, June 18, from 8 to 11.30 a. m.
Lower Merion township. North Ardmore,
South Ardmore, Haverford and West Ardmore
Districts, at the public house of Wm. C. Arm
strong, Ardmore, Thursday, June 18, from 12.30
to 2.80 p. m.
Lower Merion township, Bryn Mawr and
Ro8emont Districts, at the office of Milton R.
Yerkes, Bryn Mawr, Thursday, June 18, from 3
to 4.30 p, m.
Lower Merion township, Upper District, at
the public house of Thomas H. Haley, Merion
Square, Friday, June 19, from 9 to 10 a. m.
Lower Merion township, Lower and Bala Dis
tricts, at the public house of Edward Odell,
Gen. Wayne Hotel, Friday, June 19, from 11 a.
m. to 1 p. m.
Lower Merion. East District, a t the Pencoyd
Post Office, Friday, J une 19, from 2 to 8 p. m .
Horsham township, at the public house of J.
K. Hailowell, Honday, July 6, from-9 to 11 a. m.
Moreland township, Lower District, at the
ublic house of Frank Shuck, Sorrel Horse
[otel, Monday, July 6, from 12.30 to 2.30 p. m.
Hatboro Borougb, at the
house of
ie public
pu
yrus C.
O. Moore,
Moor Hatboro, Monday, July 6,
Cyrus
from 3 to 6 p m.
Moreland township, Upper District, at the
public house of Charles F. Ehrenpfort, at Wil
low Grove, Tuesday, July 7, irom 7 to 9 a. m.
Abington township, Abington and Weldon
Districts, at the public house of Daniel Man
ning, Weldon, Tuesday, July 7, from 9.30 to 11.30
a. m.
Cheltenham township, West, First, Second
and Third Districts, at the public house of Hannah E. Clayton, Edge Hill, Tuesday, July 7,
from 1 to 3 p. m.
Skippack township, at the public house of
Wm. I. Forrey, Skippack, Wednesday. July 8,
from 9 to 11 a. m.
Towamensing township, at the^mblic house of
S. C. Bean, Khlpsville, Wednesday, July 8,
from 12.30 to 3.30 p. m.
Lower Salford township, West District, at
the public house of C. S. Keyser, Lederachville,
Thursday, July 9, from 8.80 to 11 a. m.
Lower Salford township, East District, at the
public house of Chas. Tyson, Harleysville,
Thursday, July 9, from 12.80 to 4.30 p. m.
Franconia township, West ^District, at the
public house of Harry B. Keller, Franconia
Square, Friday, July 10, from 7 a. m. to 12in.
Franconia township, East District, at the
public house of Morris K. Rosenberger, Reli
ance, Friday, July 10, from 1.80 to 3.30 p. m.
Salford township, at the public house of
Daniel M. Kober, Tylersport, Monday, July 13,
from 9 to 11 a. m.
West Telford Borough, at the public house of
John M. Kuhn, Monday, July 13, from 1 to 3
p. m.
Souderton Borough, at the public house of
William H. Freed, Tuesday, July 14, from 8 a.
m. to 2 p. m.
Hatfield township and Hatfield Borough, at
the' public house of Chester Knipe, Hatfieid,
Wednesday, July 15, from 7 a. m. to 12 m.
Lansdale Borough, South Ward, at*the pub
lic house of Harry B. Krause, Wednesday, July
15, from 1.30 to 4 p. m.
Lansdale Borough, East Ward, at the public
house of Alfred J. George, Thursday, J uly 16,
from 7 to 11 a. m.
Lansdale Borough, West Ward, at the public
house of Robert C . Lownes, Thursday, July 16,
from 11.80 a. m. to 8.30 p. m.
Upper Frovidence, Lower District, at Provi
dence Hall, Friday, July 17, from 8.30* to 10.30
a. m.
Montgomery township, at the public house of
Harry Workheiser, Montgomeryville, Friday,
July 17, from 2 to 4 p. m.
Pottstown Borough, West Ward, at the pub
lic house of W. R. Shuler, Monday, July 20,
from 10 a. m. to 4 p . m.
West Pottsgrove township, at the public
house of Joseph M. Sellinger, Bramoote, Tues
day, July 21, from 8 to 9 a. m.
Pottstown Borough, Second and Third wards,
at the publie house of Harry Gilbert, Tuesday,
July 21, from 10.80 a. m. to 4 p. m.
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Lower Pottsgrove township, at the public
house of Wm. H. Levengood, Pleasant View
Hotel, Wednesday, July 22, from 7 30 to 9 a. m.
Pottstown Borough, Sixth and Seventh wards,
at the public house of Maurice Gilbert, Wednes
day, July 22, from 9 30 to 3 p. m.
Upper Pottsgrove township, at the public
house of Samuel Geiger, Half-Way House
Hotel, Thursday, July 23, from 8 to 9 a. m.
Pottstown Borough, Eighth and Tenth wards,
at the public house of W. W. Brendlinger,
Thursday, July 23, from 10 a. m. to 8 p. m.
Pottstown Borough, Ninth ward, at the pub
lic house of Nathan S. Hartenstine, York Street
Hotel, Friday, July 24, from 7 to 10 a. m.
Pottstown Borough, Fourth and Fifth wards,
at the public house of Harry H. Smith, Friday,
July 24, from 10.30 to 3 p. m.
Upper Salford township, at the public house
ofS. N. Smith, Woxall, Monday, July 27, from
8 to 10 30 a. m.
Marlborough township, at the public house of
Jos. S. Klein, Sumneytown, Monday, July 27,
from 11 a. m. to 2.30 p. m.
Greenlane Borough, at the public house of
John A. Haring, Monday, July 27, from 3 to 4.30
p. m.
New Hanover township, East District, at the
public house of Alfred H. B. Fox. Pleasant Run,
Tuesday, July 28, from 7 to 8.30 a. m.
Red Hill Borough, at tbs public house of C.
U. Bergey, Tuesday, July 28, from 9.30 to 11
a. m.
Penn8burg Borough, and Upper Hanover,
First District at the public bouse of Chas. A.
Kneule, Tuesday, July 28, from 12.30 to 8 p. m.
East Greenville Borough and Upper Hanover
township, Third District, at the public house of
Barvey E. Werly, East Greenville, Wednesday,
July 29, from 7 a. m. to 8 p. m.
Upper Hanover township, Second District, at
the public house of Jonas Haring, Harings,
Thursday, July 30, irom 7 to 9 a. m.
Douglass township, East District, at the pub
lic house of Ida Kinker, Congo, Thursday, July
30, from 10 a. m. to 12 m.
Frederick township, West District, at the
public house of H . Walter Williams, Green
Tree Hotel, Thursday, July 30, from 1.30 to 4
p. m.
Douglass township, West District, at the pub
lic house of H. G. Shaner, Gilbertsville, Mon
day, August 3, from 10 a. m. to 12 m.
New Hanover township, West District, at the
public house of Elizabeth B. Rhoads, Swamp,
Monday. August 3, from 1 to 4 p. m.
Taxes will be received at the County Treas
urer’s Office, Norristown, from June 1 to Sep
tember 15, from 8.30 a. m. to 12 m. and from 1 to
3 p. m.
State Rate, 4 mills.
County Rate, 2 mills.
Correspondence to receive attention must be
accompanied with postage for reply and in all
cases location of property, whether in township
or Borough, must be definitely given.
Inquiries relative to taxes received after
September 10, will not be answered.
Taxes not paid to the County Treasurer on or
before September 15,1908, will be given into the
hands of a collector, when 5 per cent, will be
added for collection as per Act of Assembly.
WM. M HAGGINBOTHOM,
Treasurer of Montgomery County, Pa.
County Treasurer’s Office, Norristown, Pa.,
April 24,1908.
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Extra—Special—Extra X
T h a t is $15.00 Quality S u i t

A T * 1 2 .5 0 T O - D A Y
To the man who needs a new light weight suit and wants each
dollar to buy more than a dollar’s worth, here is EXTRA NEWS of
great interest. We have on hand lots that are broken, but all sizes in
regulars—and suits for big stout men in the favored shades of Tan,
Brotvn and Grays. These suits are excellent values at their regular
j price of $15, but indications for lower prices in the future are good
reasons that warrant us selling

¡That $15.00 Good Fitting Quality Suit
at $l2.50--all sizes.

¡Choice Styles of $20.00 Saits - - Now $15.00.
Good News in the Children’s Department
Most motbeas of Pottstown already know that at this store they can always find the suit in which
their boys look best and that the price always suits their pocketbOok. But if you’re one of those who
have not yet realized the fact a visit to our store now while the new Spring and Summer goods are at
their best will soob convince you. Read the items below, bear them in mind and come see us about
it to-day
SCHOOL AND SUNDAY SUIT COMBINED, less than for the price of one. -Our special Dudley
Suits are a win ner^ with the boys. Each suit is supplied with two pair of trousers, one plain and one
Knickerbocker. This suit is a money and time saver for mother and costs less than most stores charge
for a suit with one pair of trousers not nearly so good. Come see these suits and you’ll find the
price interesting. AT $3.85.
WASH SUITS FOR BOYS, $2.50 KIND HERE AT $1.98. A real $2.50 value in dark blue and
white linen in the favored styles of Russian and Sailor Blouse Suits. Neat collar and serviceable.
Unusual at $L98. See window.
We have a large and varied assortment of WASH SUITS in many styles and colors, raneincr in
price from 50c. to $5.00.
’
* °

Pottstown, Pa.

KILLING WEE0S.
Government Experts Claim That Iron
Sulphate Will Destroy Them.
lE R K IO n E N VALLEY
At last weeds may be eradicated
M u tu al F ir e In su r a n c e Co.
without the trouble of pulling them up
o f M on tgom ery C ou n ty.
by hand at the expense of time and an
aching back. The magical eradicator
of these pests of the gardener and
Incorporated May 13, 1871.
farmer is sulphate of iron or green
vitriol. This will shrivel up the rank
growths, while the grass will thrive.
The sulphate, which comes in the
form of green crystals, is dissolved in
water for application to the pernicious
weeds. A couple of pounds to the gal
Ion is said to be about the right quan
INSURANCE IN FORCE, $11,000,000.
tity to settle the fate of the most de
termined lawn dandelion that grows
Wild mustard requires a stronger dose
and the farmer who goes on the war Office o f th e C om p an y:
path after this common destroyer is
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
advised to use from 75 to 100 pounds
of the stuff for each fifty-two gallons
A. D. FETTEROLF, S bc -r e t a r y .
of water and then go forth for a
wholesale slaying.
H. W. KRATZ, President,
The solution is not to be applied
with an ordinary sprinkling can. It
Norristown, Pa.
probably would eat the can with more
Regular office day of the Secretary, Thurs
avidity than it eats weeds even. A
spraying machine is necessary. The day of each week ; also every evening.
introduction of Mr. Sulphate to Mr.
Weed is performed in the tender youth
of the latter, when he is unsophisticat
ed and about four inches high. The
presence of a good, bright sun is said
to help the m atter along, and if it hap
pens to be in the early morning when
-BYthe dew is still on the ground, why, so
much the better. The sulphate works
in a slow and leisurely fashion, and
for the first day or so the intruders
continue to stand up and pretend they
like it. On the second day, however,
they lose heart and ambition. They
become mourning weeds, the chief
mourners at their own funeral.
Why experiment with a new
The process has been tried on the
wheatfields at the North Dakota ag
ricultural experiment station as well grade of Fertilizer of unknown
as in flax culture in Minnesota. Some
remarkable results are said to have quality at the expense of your
been obtained a t the Cornell university
experiment station at Ithaca, N. Y. crops, when you can purchase a
Sulphate is said also to have establish
ed its usefulness in the oat fields of
better grade for less cost per
W isconsin._____________ ■

Insures Against Fire and Storm.

THE * BEST
EV ER Y T E S T

The Mayflower.

Never did a ship sail with such mo
mentous results as the little west coun
try clipper schooner the Mayflower,
but few people have bothered to ask
what was her fate after she had land
ed the heroic band of Englishmen on
Plymouth rock. As a matter of fact,
she drifted into the cotton trade and
sank after many years of service for
the E ast India company at Masulipatam, on the coast of India.—London
Standard.
A Third Need.
“You need,” said the expert to the
sufferer, “two pairs of glasses, one for
reading, and one for long distance.”
“Can’t you make it three pairs?”
asked the man who had made a study
of his own case. “I’d like some short
sighted ones to use' on bill collectors.”
—Nashville American.
Agreed With Him.
Father (calling from head of stairs
at 11:30 p. m.)—Jennie, don’t you think
it’s about time to go to bed? Jennie—
Yes, papa dear. What on earth keeps
you up so late?—Pathfinder.
Not U n u e u a l .
“Sometimes,” said Uncle Eben, “I
ketches myse’f lambastin’ a mule foh
doin’ purty much de same as I would
do if I was in de mule’s place!”—
Washington Star.
It

Nature creates merit; fortune brings
into D l a y . — Rochefoucauld.

unit of value, and goods with a
reputation well established.
If you are farming for profit
you cannot afford to disregard
your own interest.

Buy Fer

STYLISH SHOES
That F it the Feet !
WITH A REGARD OF GIVING
GOOD WEAR, our shoes are made
by the leading shoe manufacturers
of the country, and if they do not
wear satisfactory a new pair goes
for nothing. It is our aim to please
in styles, quality and price. See
how we have succeeded by inspect
ing our stock and informing your
self of our prices.

Don’t fail to look
at our
Ladies’ $2.00 Shoes in vici kid,
Box Calf and Colt Skin. Ladies’
$1.50 Shoes in vici kid acd Box Calf.
Ladies’ Warm Lined Shoes, 85 cts.
and upwards.
Children’s Heavy School Shoes,
85c., $1.00 and $1.25.
Men’s $1.50 and $2.00 Shoes in
Satin Calf and Box Calf.
Boys’ $1.50 and $2.00 Shoes in
Box Calf, Gun Metal and Colt Skin.
Little Boys’ $1.00 Shoes in Satin
Calf and Box Calf.
A full line of Warm Lined Shoes
and Rubbers of all kinds.

Sole Agents for Ralston Health Shoes.

WEITZENKORN’S,

141 HIG H S T R E E T ,
POTTSTOW N.

U3P* LEADERS INFOOTWEAR.

4

----- USE CULBERT’S ----

DIARRHCEA M IX T U R E
Will cure your Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, and all bowel troubles, ¿j

Best Tooth Powder, 10 Cents a Box.

:

Corn Cure, 10 Cents a Bottle. |

FINE BOX PAPER ALWAY8 ON HAND AT

W- CULBERT’S DRUG STORE,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

tilizers of known quality, manu
factured under the most favor
able, and least expensive con

C O L L E G E V IL L E

ditions, and know that each

Marble and Granite Works

dollar invested secures for you

H. L. SAYLOR, Prop.

the most actual plant food ob
tainable.
Write for circular and prices.

All kinds of Cemetery Work in Plain
and Artistic Designs. All Work guar
anteed. Estimates furnished.

M ain S t. C ollegeville.

JACOB THINLE7,

The INDEPENDENT is a first-class advertis
Manufacturer of High Grade ing medium in the middle section of* Montgomery
county. If you have anything to sell—no matter
Animal Bone Fertilizers,
what—it w ill pay you to advertise in this paper.
LINFIELD, PA.

